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Request from LOC

We would like you to give a review talk on the current status of lattice BSM 
simulations, especially the progress towards a possible light scalar in strongly 
interacting gauge theories. This could include your recent work, as well as other 
similar studies.



Walking Technicolor for composite description of 
Higgs particle

• key: to realize suppressed FCNC and appropriate size of fermion masses


[Holdom, Yamawaki-Bando-Matsumoto]


!

• renormalized gauge coupling


• to run very slowly (walking)


• eventually grows at low energies → to produce techni-pions


• mass anomalous dimension 


• large: γm~1
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Is it possible to construct such a theory ?



“Higgs boson”

• Higgs boson fund at LHC


• mH = 125 GeV


• so far consistent with Standard Model Higgs  (JPC=0++) fundamental scalar


• but it could be different


• one of the possibilities:


• composite Higgs through strong dynamics


• SM Higgs is the low energy effective description of that, cf: ChPT ⇔ QCD



after July 4, 2012

• Some people think technicolor is dead   (how many times it should die ?)


• mH=125 GeV is too light for technicolor (typical composite mass ~ TeV)


• Some think walking technicolor is still OK


• who ?


• the authors of PRD 82 014510 (2010) 


• and people well aware the results


• Yamawaki, Bando, Matumoto, 	PRL 56 1335 (1986) 


• and who believed that



Higgs as a techni dilaton 
[Yamawaki, Bando, Matumoto, 	 PRL 1986]

• approximate scale invariance in the walking technicolor theory


• spontaneously broken due to chiral symmetry breaking → dynamical mass


• composite Higgs particle behave like pseudo Nambu-Goldstone boson


➡light!


!

• We can test this using lattice QCD tools !


• I will review the progress in this direction and related works in (near) 
conformal theories on the lattice



Strong gauge dynamics for BSM @ Lattice 2014	

• vacuum alignment          [Golterman 3F]


• Walking TC / toy model  [Akerlund 1C]


• SU(2) gauge


• Nf=2 fundamental  [Rinaldi 2C, Hietanen 2C, Detmold 8C, Drach 8C]


• Nf=4 fundamental  [Matsufuru 1C]


• Nf=6 fundamental  [Matsufuru 1C]


• Nf=8 fundamental  [Huan 1C, Matsufuru 1C, Rantaharju 5C]


• Nf=2 adjoint           [Del Debbio 5C]


• Nf=2 sextet            [Sinclair 1C]



Strong gauge dynamics for BSM @ Lattice 2014	

• SU(3) gauge


• Nf=2+N fundamental [Ejiri P]


• Nf=4+8 fundamental  [Weiberg 2C, Witzel P]


• Nf=6 fundamental      [Nunes da Silva 1C]


• Nf=8 fundamental      [Nunes da Silva 1C, Nagai 9C, Ohki 9C]


• Nf=12 fundamental    [Rinaldi P, Geltzer P, Itou P, Hasenfratz 5C, Lin 5C]


• Nf=2 sextet                [Kuti 2C, Wong 2C, Mondal 8C]


• SU(4) gauge


• Bosonic composite DM [Buchoff 8C]


• Nf=2 sextet                [Liu 9C]



Other BSM models @ Lattice 2014	

• Higgs sector


• gauge-Higgs unification  [Moir 2C, de Forcrand 8C]


• Higgs-Yukawa with Φ6    [Nagy 9C]


• Supersymmetry


• N=1 SYM  [Muenster P, Piemonte 6C]


• N=4 SYM                                                                                                       
[Korcyl P,  Joseph 6C, Wenger 6C, Catterall 6C, Giedt 6C, Schaich 6C]


• 4D Quantum Gravity  [Laiho P]



BSM QCD matrix elements @ Lattice 2014	

• BK with non-SM operators  [Hansen 3C]


• nEDM (chromo)                    [Shindler 3C, Abramczyk]


• N charges                             [Yoon 4D, Gupta 6D]


• proton decay                        [Soni P]


• N-Nbar oscillation                [Wagman P]



Many thanks to those who let me know the works

G. Schierholz   [Horsley, Perit, Rakow, Schierholz, Schiller, PLB 2014]


• numerical stochastic perturbation theory to 20th order in pure gauge QCD


• combined with 4-loop fermion effect and/or Pade improvement


• IR fixed point emerges even for Nf=2


!

M. Della Morte [Della Morte and Hernandez JHEP 1311;  Lattice 2013]


• non-perturbative study of massive gauge theories: simplest EWSB


!

M. Hanada      [Hanada, Hyakutake, Nishimura Sience 2014; 2E]


• gauge-gravity duality conjecture is correct to 1/λ and 1/N



Thanks to the members of LatKMI collaboration

• YA,   T.Aoyama,  E, Bennett,  M.Kurachi,  T.Maskawa,  K.Miura, 


!

         K.Nagai,   H.Ohki,  K.Yamawaki,  T.Yamazaki


!

• E. Rinaldi                                              A.Shibata
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Running coupling



running coupling from step scaling: 
issue of continuum extrapolation 

• SU(2) 2 adjoints:  SF coupling  [Del Debbio 5C]


• grey: “honest estimate of the systematic error”
Running coupling
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running coupling from step scaling: 
issue of continuum extrapolation 

• better method needed
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FIG. 12: rσ(u) from the central procedure.
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FIG. 13: Plots for rσ(u) obtained from our procedures for estimating systematic errors. Top left: rσ(u) from simple
polynomial interpolation in β, Eq. (39). Top right: rσ(u) by performing the continuum extrapolation using quadratic
function in (a/L)2. The rest is the same as the central procedure. Bottom left: rσ(u) by performing the continuum
extrapolation using linear function in (a/L)2, with L/a = 7, 8, 10. Bottom right: rσ(u) by performing the continuum
extrapolation using linear function in (a/L)2, with L/a = 6, 7, 8, 10.

Next, we discuss the estimation of systematic effects arising from the β−value (bare-coupling) interpolation and
the continuum extrapolation. For this purpose, we perform the changes in the central procedure. These changes
are carried out independently, i.e., we vary one component in the central procedure, while keeping the other fixed.

We begin by varying the β−interpolation in the central procedure. This is carried out by changing the non-
decreasing fit function in Eq. (36), to the simple polynomial form in Eq. (39) with the constraint of Eq. (40) and

without (L/a=12        L/a = 24) with (L/a=12        L/a=24) 

It is challenging to draw any conclusion from such a “noisy scheme”.

systematics severely underestimated...

C.-J.D.L., K.Ogawa, H.Ohki, E.Shintani, 2012 K.Ogawa, lattice 2013

Wednesday, June 25, 14



SU(3) fundamental Nf=12: running coupling 
[Hasenfratz 5C]

• Wilson + adjoint gauge, nHYP smeared staggered


• gradient flow coupling and finite volume c =
p
8t/L = 0.2

[Cheng et al JHEP 1405] 



SU(3) fundamental Nf=12: running coupling 
[Hasenfratz 5C]

• Wilson + adjoint gauge, nHYP smeared staggered


• gradient flow coupling and finite volume c =
p
8t/L = 0.2

[Cheng et al JHEP 1405] 

Method being tested using MILC HISQ 2+1+1 flavor lattices



SU(3) fundamental Nf=12: running coupling 
[Hasenfratz 5C]

• Wilson + adjoint gauge, nHYP smeared staggered


• gradient flow coupling and finite volume 
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Figure 3. The Nf = 12 running coupling g2c (L) versus the bare coupling βF on several volumes, for
c = 0.2. Crossings between results from different volumes predict the finite volume IRFP coupling
g2⋆(L) in this scheme.

If the IRFP exists in the continuum limit then the extrapolation

lim
(a/L)2→0

g2⋆(L; s) ≡ g2⋆ (4.2)

has to be finite and independent of s.2 Figure 4 illustrates the continuum extrapolation

of g2⋆(L) with scale change s = 2 for various choices of the t-shift parameter τ0. The

red triangles correspond to no shift, τ0 = 0. Their (a/L)2 → 0 continuum extrapolation

has a negative slope, and the leading lattice cut-off effects are removed with a positive

t-shift, τopt ≈ 0.04. A joint linear extrapolation of the τ0 = 0, 0.02, 0.04 and 0.06 results,

constrained to have the same continuum limit at (a/L)2 = 0, predicts g2⋆ = 6.21(25).

However, these results all come from the same measurements, and are therefore quite

correlated. While it is an important consistency check that the continuum limit does not

change with τopt, just as for Nf = 4, the uncertainty in the continuum-extrapolated g2⋆
from this joint fit is not reliable.

Instead, we should consider only the results with the near-optimal τopt ≈ 0.04. As we

show in figure 5, τopt ≈ 0.04 is also near-optimal for scale changes s = 3/2 and 4/3. None of

these results have any observable O(a2) effect, making the extrapolation to the continuum

very stable. Each scale change predicts a continuum IRFP for Nf = 12. The three sets

of results in figure 5 come from matching different volumes, making a joint fit legitimate.

This continuum extrapolation predicts that the IR fixed point is located at renormalized

coupling g2⋆ = 6.18(20) in the c = 0.2 scheme.

2We thank D. Nógrádi for useful discussions of the continuum limit.
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functional (SF) coupling, g2c (L) can be used to compute a step scaling function [33–35].

The greater flexibility of the gradient flow running coupling is a significant advantage over

the more traditional SF coupling. A single measurement of the gradient flow will provide

g2c for a range of c. In our study we obtain g2c for all 0 ≤ c ≤ 0.5 separated by δtlat = 0.01.

Each choice of c corresponds to a different renormalization scheme, which can be explored

simultaneously on the same set of configurations [35].

The normalization factor N in finite volume has been calculated for anti-periodic

boundary conditions (BCs) in refs. [33, 34], and for SF BCs in ref. [35]. In this work we

use anti-periodic BCs, for which

1

N =
128π2

3(N2 − 1)(1 + δ(c))
δ(c) = ϑ4

(
e−1/c2

)
− 1− c4π2

3
, (2.2)

where ϑ(x) =
∑∞

n=−∞ xn
2
is the Jacobi elliptic function. For 0 ≤ c ≤ 0.3 the finite-volume

correction δ(c) computed in ref. [33] is small, |δ(c)| ≤ 0.03. As explained in refs. [33, 34],

the RG β function of g2GF is two-loop universal with SF BCs, but only one-loop universal

with anti-periodic BCs.

At non-zero lattice spacing g2GF has cut-off corrections. These corrections could beO(a)

for unimproved actions, and even O(a)-improved actions could have large O(a2[log a]n)-

type corrections [38, 39]. In existing numerical studies of staggered or O(a)-improved

Wilson fermions the leading lattice corrections appear to be O(a2) [35, 40],

g2GF(µ; a) = g2GF(µ; a = 0) + a2C +O(a4[log a]n, a4). (2.3)

It is possible to remove, or at least greatly reduce, the O(a2) corrections in eq. (2.3) by

defining

g̃2GF(µ; a) =
1

N
〈
t2E(t+ τ0a

2)
〉
, (2.4)

where τ0 ≪ t/a2 is a small shift in the flow time. In the continuum limit τ0a2 → 0 and

g̃2GF(µ) = g2GF(µ).

There are several possible interpretations of the t-shift in eq. (2.4). The gradient flow is

an invertible smearing transformation, so one can consider τ0 as an initial flow that does not

change the IR properties of the system but leads to a new action. The gradient flow coupling

g̃2GF in eq. (2.4) is calculated for this new action. Alternatively one can consider the re-

placement of
〈
t2E(t)

〉
with

〈
t2E(t+ τ0a2)

〉
as an improved operator for the energy density.

In either case the t-shift changes the O(a2) term of g2GF(µ; a). If we expand g̃2GF(µ) in τ0a2,

g̃2GF(µ; a) =
1

N
〈
t2E(t)

〉
+

a2τ0
N

〈
t2
∂E(t)

∂t

〉
, (2.5)

and choose τ0 such that the second term in eq. (2.5) cancels the a2C term in eq. (2.3), we

remove the leading lattice artifacts

g̃2opt(µ; a) = g2GF(µ; a = 0) +O(a4[log a]n, a4). (2.6)

Full O(a2) improvement through a systematic improvement program would require adding

terms to improve the flow equation, the action, the boundary conditions, and the energy
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Figure 4. Continuum extrapolations of the 12-flavor finite volume IRFP g2⋆(L), with several
different t-shift coefficients τ0 for fixed scale change s = 2. The dotted lines are a joint linear fit
constrained to have the same (a/L)2 = 0 intercept, which gives g2⋆ = 6.21(25).
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Figure 5. Continuum extrapolations of the 12-flavor finite volume IRFP g2⋆(L), with several
different scale changes for the near-optimal improvement coefficient τopt ≈ 0.04. The s = 4/3 and
3/2 data points are horizontally displaced for greater clarity. The dashed lines are a joint linear fit
constrained to have the same (a/L)2 = 0 intercept, which gives g2⋆ = 6.18(20).
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5 Conclusion and summary

We have considered step scaling based on the gradient flow renormalized coupling, intro-

ducing a non-perturbative O(a2) improvement that removes, or at least greatly reduces,

leading-order cut-off effects. This phenomenological improvement increases our control

over the extrapolation to the infinite-volume continuum limit, as we demonstrated first

for the case of SU(3) gauge theory with Nf = 4 massless staggered fermions. Turning to

Nf = 12, we found that the continuum limit was well defined and predicted an infrared

fixed point even without improvement. Applying our proposed improvement reinforced

this conclusion by removing all observable O(a2) effects. For the finite-volume gradient

flow renormalization scheme defined by c = 0.2, we find the continuum conformal fixed

point to be located at g2⋆ = 6.18(20).

The 12-flavor system has been under investigation for some time, and other groups have

studied its step scaling function [11–13, 15]. However, this work is the first to observe an

IRFP in the infinite-volume continuum limit. There are likely several factors contributing

to this progress. While we did not invest more computer time than other groups, we have

employed a well-designed lattice action. The adjoint plaquette term in our gauge action

moves us farther away from a well-known spurious fixed point, while nHYP smearing allows

us to simulate at relatively strong couplings. The gradient flow coupling itself appears to

be a significant improvement over other schemes,3 and our non-perturbative improvement

also contributes to obtaining more reliable continuum extrapolations.

Our non-perturbative improvement is general and easy to use in other systems. It

does not rely on the lattice action or fermion discretization, though we suspect that the

improvement may not be effective if there are O(a) artifacts, e.g. for unimproved Wilson

fermions. Since O(a)-improved lattice actions are standard, this does not appear to be a

practical limitation. We look forward to seeing our proposal applied both to QCD and to

other conformal or near-conformal systems.
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SU(3) fundamental Nf=12: running coupling 
[Hasenfratz 5C]

• Wilson + adjoint gauge, nHYP smeared staggered


• gradient flow coupling and finite volume 
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Figure 3. The Nf = 12 running coupling g2c (L) versus the bare coupling βF on several volumes, for
c = 0.2. Crossings between results from different volumes predict the finite volume IRFP coupling
g2⋆(L) in this scheme.

If the IRFP exists in the continuum limit then the extrapolation

lim
(a/L)2→0

g2⋆(L; s) ≡ g2⋆ (4.2)

has to be finite and independent of s.2 Figure 4 illustrates the continuum extrapolation

of g2⋆(L) with scale change s = 2 for various choices of the t-shift parameter τ0. The

red triangles correspond to no shift, τ0 = 0. Their (a/L)2 → 0 continuum extrapolation

has a negative slope, and the leading lattice cut-off effects are removed with a positive

t-shift, τopt ≈ 0.04. A joint linear extrapolation of the τ0 = 0, 0.02, 0.04 and 0.06 results,

constrained to have the same continuum limit at (a/L)2 = 0, predicts g2⋆ = 6.21(25).

However, these results all come from the same measurements, and are therefore quite

correlated. While it is an important consistency check that the continuum limit does not

change with τopt, just as for Nf = 4, the uncertainty in the continuum-extrapolated g2⋆
from this joint fit is not reliable.

Instead, we should consider only the results with the near-optimal τopt ≈ 0.04. As we

show in figure 5, τopt ≈ 0.04 is also near-optimal for scale changes s = 3/2 and 4/3. None of

these results have any observable O(a2) effect, making the extrapolation to the continuum

very stable. Each scale change predicts a continuum IRFP for Nf = 12. The three sets

of results in figure 5 come from matching different volumes, making a joint fit legitimate.

This continuum extrapolation predicts that the IR fixed point is located at renormalized

coupling g2⋆ = 6.18(20) in the c = 0.2 scheme.

2We thank D. Nógrádi for useful discussions of the continuum limit.
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Each choice of c corresponds to a different renormalization scheme, which can be explored

simultaneously on the same set of configurations [35].

The normalization factor N in finite volume has been calculated for anti-periodic

boundary conditions (BCs) in refs. [33, 34], and for SF BCs in ref. [35]. In this work we

use anti-periodic BCs, for which

1

N =
128π2

3(N2 − 1)(1 + δ(c))
δ(c) = ϑ4

(
e−1/c2

)
− 1− c4π2

3
, (2.2)

where ϑ(x) =
∑∞

n=−∞ xn
2
is the Jacobi elliptic function. For 0 ≤ c ≤ 0.3 the finite-volume

correction δ(c) computed in ref. [33] is small, |δ(c)| ≤ 0.03. As explained in refs. [33, 34],

the RG β function of g2GF is two-loop universal with SF BCs, but only one-loop universal

with anti-periodic BCs.

At non-zero lattice spacing g2GF has cut-off corrections. These corrections could beO(a)

for unimproved actions, and even O(a)-improved actions could have large O(a2[log a]n)-

type corrections [38, 39]. In existing numerical studies of staggered or O(a)-improved

Wilson fermions the leading lattice corrections appear to be O(a2) [35, 40],

g2GF(µ; a) = g2GF(µ; a = 0) + a2C +O(a4[log a]n, a4). (2.3)

It is possible to remove, or at least greatly reduce, the O(a2) corrections in eq. (2.3) by

defining

g̃2GF(µ; a) =
1

N
〈
t2E(t+ τ0a

2)
〉
, (2.4)

where τ0 ≪ t/a2 is a small shift in the flow time. In the continuum limit τ0a2 → 0 and

g̃2GF(µ) = g2GF(µ).

There are several possible interpretations of the t-shift in eq. (2.4). The gradient flow is

an invertible smearing transformation, so one can consider τ0 as an initial flow that does not

change the IR properties of the system but leads to a new action. The gradient flow coupling

g̃2GF in eq. (2.4) is calculated for this new action. Alternatively one can consider the re-

placement of
〈
t2E(t)

〉
with

〈
t2E(t+ τ0a2)

〉
as an improved operator for the energy density.

In either case the t-shift changes the O(a2) term of g2GF(µ; a). If we expand g̃2GF(µ) in τ0a2,

g̃2GF(µ; a) =
1

N
〈
t2E(t)

〉
+

a2τ0
N

〈
t2
∂E(t)

∂t

〉
, (2.5)

and choose τ0 such that the second term in eq. (2.5) cancels the a2C term in eq. (2.3), we

remove the leading lattice artifacts

g̃2opt(µ; a) = g2GF(µ; a = 0) +O(a4[log a]n, a4). (2.6)

Full O(a2) improvement through a systematic improvement program would require adding

terms to improve the flow equation, the action, the boundary conditions, and the energy
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5 Conclusion and summary

We have considered step scaling based on the gradient flow renormalized coupling, intro-

ducing a non-perturbative O(a2) improvement that removes, or at least greatly reduces,

leading-order cut-off effects. This phenomenological improvement increases our control

over the extrapolation to the infinite-volume continuum limit, as we demonstrated first

for the case of SU(3) gauge theory with Nf = 4 massless staggered fermions. Turning to

Nf = 12, we found that the continuum limit was well defined and predicted an infrared

fixed point even without improvement. Applying our proposed improvement reinforced

this conclusion by removing all observable O(a2) effects. For the finite-volume gradient

flow renormalization scheme defined by c = 0.2, we find the continuum conformal fixed

point to be located at g2⋆ = 6.18(20).

The 12-flavor system has been under investigation for some time, and other groups have

studied its step scaling function [11–13, 15]. However, this work is the first to observe an

IRFP in the infinite-volume continuum limit. There are likely several factors contributing

to this progress. While we did not invest more computer time than other groups, we have

employed a well-designed lattice action. The adjoint plaquette term in our gauge action

moves us farther away from a well-known spurious fixed point, while nHYP smearing allows

us to simulate at relatively strong couplings. The gradient flow coupling itself appears to

be a significant improvement over other schemes,3 and our non-perturbative improvement

also contributes to obtaining more reliable continuum extrapolations.

Our non-perturbative improvement is general and easy to use in other systems. It

does not rely on the lattice action or fermion discretization, though we suspect that the

improvement may not be effective if there are O(a) artifacts, e.g. for unimproved Wilson

fermions. Since O(a)-improved lattice actions are standard, this does not appear to be a

practical limitation. We look forward to seeing our proposal applied both to QCD and to

other conformal or near-conformal systems.
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Figure 3. The Nf = 12 running coupling g2c (L) versus the bare coupling βF on several volumes, for
c = 0.2. Crossings between results from different volumes predict the finite volume IRFP coupling
g2⋆(L) in this scheme.

If the IRFP exists in the continuum limit then the extrapolation

lim
(a/L)2→0

g2⋆(L; s) ≡ g2⋆ (4.2)

has to be finite and independent of s.2 Figure 4 illustrates the continuum extrapolation

of g2⋆(L) with scale change s = 2 for various choices of the t-shift parameter τ0. The

red triangles correspond to no shift, τ0 = 0. Their (a/L)2 → 0 continuum extrapolation

has a negative slope, and the leading lattice cut-off effects are removed with a positive

t-shift, τopt ≈ 0.04. A joint linear extrapolation of the τ0 = 0, 0.02, 0.04 and 0.06 results,

constrained to have the same continuum limit at (a/L)2 = 0, predicts g2⋆ = 6.21(25).

However, these results all come from the same measurements, and are therefore quite

correlated. While it is an important consistency check that the continuum limit does not

change with τopt, just as for Nf = 4, the uncertainty in the continuum-extrapolated g2⋆
from this joint fit is not reliable.

Instead, we should consider only the results with the near-optimal τopt ≈ 0.04. As we

show in figure 5, τopt ≈ 0.04 is also near-optimal for scale changes s = 3/2 and 4/3. None of

these results have any observable O(a2) effect, making the extrapolation to the continuum

very stable. Each scale change predicts a continuum IRFP for Nf = 12. The three sets

of results in figure 5 come from matching different volumes, making a joint fit legitimate.

This continuum extrapolation predicts that the IR fixed point is located at renormalized

coupling g2⋆ = 6.18(20) in the c = 0.2 scheme.

2We thank D. Nógrádi for useful discussions of the continuum limit.
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functional (SF) coupling, g2c (L) can be used to compute a step scaling function [33–35].

The greater flexibility of the gradient flow running coupling is a significant advantage over

the more traditional SF coupling. A single measurement of the gradient flow will provide

g2c for a range of c. In our study we obtain g2c for all 0 ≤ c ≤ 0.5 separated by δtlat = 0.01.

Each choice of c corresponds to a different renormalization scheme, which can be explored

simultaneously on the same set of configurations [35].

The normalization factor N in finite volume has been calculated for anti-periodic

boundary conditions (BCs) in refs. [33, 34], and for SF BCs in ref. [35]. In this work we

use anti-periodic BCs, for which

1

N =
128π2

3(N2 − 1)(1 + δ(c))
δ(c) = ϑ4

(
e−1/c2

)
− 1− c4π2

3
, (2.2)

where ϑ(x) =
∑∞

n=−∞ xn
2
is the Jacobi elliptic function. For 0 ≤ c ≤ 0.3 the finite-volume

correction δ(c) computed in ref. [33] is small, |δ(c)| ≤ 0.03. As explained in refs. [33, 34],

the RG β function of g2GF is two-loop universal with SF BCs, but only one-loop universal

with anti-periodic BCs.

At non-zero lattice spacing g2GF has cut-off corrections. These corrections could beO(a)

for unimproved actions, and even O(a)-improved actions could have large O(a2[log a]n)-

type corrections [38, 39]. In existing numerical studies of staggered or O(a)-improved

Wilson fermions the leading lattice corrections appear to be O(a2) [35, 40],

g2GF(µ; a) = g2GF(µ; a = 0) + a2C +O(a4[log a]n, a4). (2.3)

It is possible to remove, or at least greatly reduce, the O(a2) corrections in eq. (2.3) by

defining

g̃2GF(µ; a) =
1

N
〈
t2E(t+ τ0a

2)
〉
, (2.4)

where τ0 ≪ t/a2 is a small shift in the flow time. In the continuum limit τ0a2 → 0 and

g̃2GF(µ) = g2GF(µ).

There are several possible interpretations of the t-shift in eq. (2.4). The gradient flow is

an invertible smearing transformation, so one can consider τ0 as an initial flow that does not

change the IR properties of the system but leads to a new action. The gradient flow coupling

g̃2GF in eq. (2.4) is calculated for this new action. Alternatively one can consider the re-

placement of
〈
t2E(t)

〉
with

〈
t2E(t+ τ0a2)

〉
as an improved operator for the energy density.

In either case the t-shift changes the O(a2) term of g2GF(µ; a). If we expand g̃2GF(µ) in τ0a2,

g̃2GF(µ; a) =
1

N
〈
t2E(t)

〉
+

a2τ0
N

〈
t2
∂E(t)

∂t

〉
, (2.5)

and choose τ0 such that the second term in eq. (2.5) cancels the a2C term in eq. (2.3), we

remove the leading lattice artifacts

g̃2opt(µ; a) = g2GF(µ; a = 0) +O(a4[log a]n, a4). (2.6)

Full O(a2) improvement through a systematic improvement program would require adding

terms to improve the flow equation, the action, the boundary conditions, and the energy
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g̃2GF(µ) = g2GF(µ).

There are several possible interpretations of the t-shift in eq. (2.4). The gradient flow is

an invertible smearing transformation, so one can consider τ0 as an initial flow that does not
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5 Conclusion and summary

We have considered step scaling based on the gradient flow renormalized coupling, intro-

ducing a non-perturbative O(a2) improvement that removes, or at least greatly reduces,

leading-order cut-off effects. This phenomenological improvement increases our control

over the extrapolation to the infinite-volume continuum limit, as we demonstrated first

for the case of SU(3) gauge theory with Nf = 4 massless staggered fermions. Turning to

Nf = 12, we found that the continuum limit was well defined and predicted an infrared

fixed point even without improvement. Applying our proposed improvement reinforced

this conclusion by removing all observable O(a2) effects. For the finite-volume gradient

flow renormalization scheme defined by c = 0.2, we find the continuum conformal fixed

point to be located at g2⋆ = 6.18(20).

The 12-flavor system has been under investigation for some time, and other groups have

studied its step scaling function [11–13, 15]. However, this work is the first to observe an

IRFP in the infinite-volume continuum limit. There are likely several factors contributing

to this progress. While we did not invest more computer time than other groups, we have

employed a well-designed lattice action. The adjoint plaquette term in our gauge action

moves us farther away from a well-known spurious fixed point, while nHYP smearing allows

us to simulate at relatively strong couplings. The gradient flow coupling itself appears to

be a significant improvement over other schemes,3 and our non-perturbative improvement

also contributes to obtaining more reliable continuum extrapolations.

Our non-perturbative improvement is general and easy to use in other systems. It

does not rely on the lattice action or fermion discretization, though we suspect that the

improvement may not be effective if there are O(a) artifacts, e.g. for unimproved Wilson

fermions. Since O(a)-improved lattice actions are standard, this does not appear to be a

practical limitation. We look forward to seeing our proposal applied both to QCD and to

other conformal or near-conformal systems.
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The Wilson flow

• Diffusion of the gauge fields:

                                                                             

• The radius of diffusion is 

• Local operators are also diffused.
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where Aµ is the fundamental gauge field in QCD (see appendix A for unexplained notation;

differentiation with respect to the “flow time” t is abbreviated by a dot). Evidently, for

increasing t and as long as no singularities develop, the flow equation (1.1) drives the

gauge field along the direction of steepest descent towards the stationary points of the

Yang-Mills action.

In lattice QCD, the simplest choice of the action of the gauge field U(x, µ) is the Wilson

action [1]

Sw(U) =
1

g2
0

∑

p

Re tr{1 − U(p)}, (1.3)

where g0 is the bare coupling, p runs over all oriented plaquettes on the lattice and U(p)

denotes the product of the link variables around p. The associated flow Vt(x, µ) of lattice

gauge fields (the “Wilson flow”) is defined by the equations

V̇t(x, µ) = −g2
0 {∂x,µSw(Vt)}Vt(x, µ), Vt(x, µ)|t=0 = U(x, µ), (1.4)

in which ∂x,µ stands for the natural su(3)-valued differential operator with respect to the

link variable Vt(x, µ) (see appendix A). The existence, uniqueness and smoothness of the

Wilson flow at all positive and negative times t is rigorously guaranteed on a finite lat-

tice [2]. Moreover, from eq. (1.4) one immediately concludes that the action Sw(Vt) is a

monotonically decreasing function of t. The flow therefore tends to have a smoothing effect

on the field and it is, in fact, generated by infinitesimal “stout link smearing” steps [3].

The Wilson flow previously appeared in ref. [4] in the context of trivializing maps of

field space. Familiarity with this paper is not assumed, but some mathematical results

obtained there will be used here again. An important goal in the following is to find out

whether the expectation values of local observables constructed from the gauge field at

positive flow time can be expected to have a well-defined continuum limit. Evidence for

the existence of the limit is provided by performing a sample calculation to one-loop order

of perturbation theory directly in the continuum theory, using dimensional regularization,

and through a numerical study of the SU(3) gauge theory at three values of the lattice

spacing. Two applications of the Wilson flow are then discussed, one concerning the scale-

setting in lattice QCD and the other the question of how exactly the topological (instanton)

sectors emerge when the lattice spacing goes to zero.

2 Properties of the Wilson flow at small coupling

The aim in this section partly is to show that the Wilson flow can be studied straight-

forwardly in perturbation theory and partly to check that the expectation values of local

gauge-invariant observables calculated at positive flow time are renormalized quantities.

For simplicity the perturbation expansion is discussed in the continuum theory using

dimensional regularization. The gauge group is taken to be SU(N) and it is assumed that

there are Nf flavours of massless quarks. As a representative case, the observable

E =
1

4
Ga

µνGa
µν (2.1)
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and so on. In particular, in D dimensions the leading-order equation implies

Bµ,1(t, x) =

∫

dDy Kt(x − y)Aµ(y), (2.11)

Kt(z) =

∫

dDp

(2π)D
eipze−tp2

=
e−z2/4t

(4πt)D/2
, (2.12)

which shows explicitly that the flow is a smoothing operation. More precisely, the gauge

potential is averaged over a spherical range in space whose mean-square radius in four

dimensions is equal to
√

8t.

The higher-order equations (2.7) can be solved one after another by noting that

Bµ,k(t, x) =

∫ t

0
ds

∫

dDy Kt−s(x − y)Rµ,k(s, y). (2.13)

Recalling eqs. (2.9),(2.10), it is clear that this formula generates tree-like expressions, where

the fundamental field Aµ is attached to the endpoints of the trees.

2.3 Expansion of ⟨E⟩

When the series (2.6) is inserted in

⟨E⟩ =
1

2
⟨∂µBa

ν∂µBa
ν − ∂µBa

ν∂νBa
µ⟩ + fabc⟨∂µBa

νBb
µBc

ν⟩ +
1

4
fabef cde⟨Ba

µBb
νB

c
µBd

ν⟩, (2.14)

a sequence of terms of increasing order in g0 is obtained. The lowest-order term is

E0 =
1

2
g2
0⟨∂µBa

ν,1∂µBa
ν,1 − ∂µBa

ν,1∂νB
a
µ,1⟩ (2.15)

and the terms at the next order are

E1 = g3
0f

abc⟨∂µBa
ν,1B

b
µ,1B

c
ν,1⟩, (2.16)

E2 = g3
0⟨∂µBa

ν,2∂µBa
ν,1 − ∂µBa

ν,2∂νB
a
µ,1⟩. (2.17)

Each of these terms is a power series in the gauge coupling, which may be worked out by

expressing the coefficients Bµ,k(t, x) through the fundamental field Aµ(x) and by expanding

the correlation functions of the latter using the standard Feynman rules.

In practice it is advantageous to pass to momentum space by inserting the Fourier

representations

Ba
µ,1(t, x) =

∫

p
eipxe−tp2

Ãa
µ(p), (2.18)

Ba
µ,2(t, x) = ifabc

∫ t

0
ds

∫

q,r
ei(q+r)xe−s(q2+r2)−(t−s)(q+r)2

×
{

δµλrσ − δµσqλ +
1

2
δσλ(q − r)µ

}

Ãb
σ(q)Ãc

λ(r), (2.19)
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Yang–Mills gradient flow M. Lüscher

Figure 1: Local fields Ot(x) constructed at flow time t > 0 depend on the fundamental field variables in a
region of space-time approximately 2

√
8t wide (red area). Further away from the point x, the sensitivity to

the basic fields decreases like a Gaussian and very rapidly becomes totally negligible.

The smoothing property of the gradient flow and the associated quark flow implies that correla-
tion functions of fields at non-zero flow times have no short-distance singularities. Renormalization
is nevertheless required, but turns out to be extremely simple. Explicitly, if Ot(x) is a bare, gauge-
invariant composite field at flow time t > 0 of degree n and  n in the quark and antiquark fields, the
renormalized field is given by

OR,t = (Zχ)
1
2 (n+  n)Ot , (2.9)

where the renormalization constant Zχ is independent of t. In particular, the field (2.7) does not
require renormalization and the chiral densities (2.8) renormalize with the same factor Zχ .

The proof of these statements [2, 3] is based on an exact representation of the correlation
functions through a local field theory in 4+1 dimensions, the extra dimension being the flow time.
Zinn–Justin and Zwanziger [8] introduced the representation many years ago in their work on the
renormalization of the Langevin equation. In the pure gauge theory, the latter actually coincides
with the flow equation (2.1) except for the fact that it includes a noise term, which complicates the
situation and requires a renormalization of the Langevin time, for example.

3. Chiral condensate

In lattice QCD, the expectation value of the scalar density  uu+  dd of the up and down quarks
diverges like the second or third inverse power of the lattice spacing when the continuum limit is
taken. The divergent terms are proportional to the light-quark masses if the lattice theory preserves
chiral symmetry, but also in these cases their subtraction tends to give rise to important significance
losses or even some conceptual issues. Using the gradient flow, this problem can now be elegantly
bypassed [3].

3.1 Flow-time dependent condensate

Since the flow equations are chirally invariant, the quark field at non-zero flow times, χ(t,x),
transforms in the same way as the fundamental field ψ(x) under global chiral rotations. In particu-
lar, the light-quark chiral densities

Srst ±Prst , r,s ∈ {u,d}, (3.1)

4

Figure taken from M.Luscher, Lattice 2013
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i.e., to leading order the Wilson flow is the heat flow. We also observe that di↵erent

momentum modes do not couple to each other at this order. Together with the fact that

the zero momentum mode B0(0, x0, t) does not contribute to the observable of interest,

E(t) = 1
4Gµ⌫

G

µ⌫

, we can safely neglect the special treatment that the boundary conditions

of the zero momentum mode B0(0, x0, t) would otherwise require in the following discussion.

We have to solve the heat equation respecting the boundary conditions (2.14). This is

easily done by using appropriate heat kernels

B̃

k,1(p, x0, t) = e

�p

2
t

Z

T

0
dx00K

D(x0, x
0
0, t)Ãk

(p, x00) , (2.19a)

B̃0,1(p, x0, t) = e

�p

2
t

Z

T

0
dx00K

N (x0, x
0
0, t)Ã0(p, x

0
0) (p 6= 0) . (2.19b)

Since the boundary conditions of the field B̃

µ,1(p, x0, t) are inherited from the boundary

conditions of the heat kernels, we have to choose them with the correct boundary condi-

tions. Heat kernels with either Dirichlet (KD(x, x0, t)) or Neumann (KN (x, x0, t)) boundary

conditions can be constructed from the basic periodic (KP (x, x0, t)) heat kernel in [0, L]

given by

K

P (x, x0, t) =
1

L

X

p

e

�p

2
t

e

ıp(x�x

0)
,

✓

p =
2⇡n

L

; n 2 Z
◆

. (2.20)

Explicit expressions are given in appendix B.

Our observable, the energy density hE(t, x0)i, has an expansion in powers of g0. The

leading contribution is given by

E0(t, x0) = g

2
0

2
h@

µ

B

a

⌫,1@µB
a

⌫,1 � @

µ

B

a

⌫,1@⌫B
a

µ,1i . (2.21)

We are going to split the computation in two parts, one involving only the spatial compo-

nents of G
µ⌫

, and the other involving the mixed time-space components of G
µ⌫

Es

0(t, x0) =
g

2
0

2
h@

i

B

a

k,1@iB
a

k,1 � @

i

B

a

k,1@kB
a

i,1i , (2.22)

Em

0 (t, x0) =
g

2
0

2
h@0Ba

k,1@0B
a

k,1 � @0B
a

k,1@kB
a

0,1i . (2.23)

Inserting for instance expression (2.19) into (2.22) we obtain

Es

0(t, x0) = � g

2
0

2L6

X

p,q

e

�t(p2+q

2)
e

ı(p+q)x
Z

T

0
dx00dy

0
0K

D(x0, x
0
0, t)K

D(x0, y
0
0, t)

⇥
h

p

i

q

i

hÃa

k

(p, x00)Ã
a

k

(q, y00)i � p

i

q

k

hÃa

i

(p, x00)Ã
a

k

(q, y00)i
i

. (2.24)

The final result is obtained inserting the SF gluon propagator [31, 32]. Since our observable

is invariant under gauge transformations of the A
µ

(x) field we will use the Feynman gauge,

where the expression for the gluon propagator turns out to be more easy (for additional

details see appendix C).3

hÃa

i

(p, x0)Ã
b

k

(q, y0)i = L

3
�

ab

�

ik

�

p,�q

1

T

X

p0

s

p0(x0)sp0(y0)

p2 +
�

p0
2

�2 +O(g20) . (2.25)

3
We have checked that the result is independent of the gauge choice.
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the fields over a region of radius
p
8t. The somewhat surprising result of [18, 27] is that

correlation functions made of this smoothed field have a well-defined continuum limit.

In particular the energy density in SU(N) Yang-Mills theory in infinite volume has the

perturbative behavior

hE(t)i = 1

4
hG

µ⌫

G

µ⌫

i = 3(N2 � 1)g2MS

128⇡2
t

2
(1 + c1g

2
MS +O(g4MS)) . (2.3)

At a scale µ = 1/
p
8t, c1 is a numerical constant and gMS(µ) is the renormalized coupling

in the MS scheme. Therefore one can define a running coupling constant ↵(µ) from

t

2hE(t)i = 3(N2 � 1)

32⇡
↵(µ) . (2.4)

These expressions are valid in infinite volume. What about the Schrödinger Functional?

The computation is completely analogous, but we have to impose the correct boundary

conditions to the gauge fields. As we have mentioned in the SF gauge fields are restricted

to a box of dimensions L

3 ⇥ T . They are periodic in the three spatial directions and the

spatial components have Dirichlet boundary conditions at x0 = 0 and x0 = T . We are

going to work exclusively with zero boundary fields, which means

B

µ

(x+ k̂L, t) = B

µ

(x, t) , (2.5)

B

k

(x, t)|
x0=0,T = 0 . (2.6)

The flow equation (2.1) has to be solved maintaining these boundary conditions at all flow

times t. To apply the idea of finite-size scaling, as has previously been done in [23] in a

periodic box, one simply has to run the renormalization scale with the size of the finite

volume box given by L via

µ =
1p
8t

=
1

cL

. (2.7)

Here c is a dimensionless constant that represents the fraction of the smoothing range over

the total size of the box. In this way the flow coupling will not depend on any scale other

than L. The renormalization scheme will depend on the values of c, ⇢ = T/L and1 x0/T

g

2
GF(L) = N�1(c, ⇢, x0/T )t

2hE(t, x0)i
�

�

�

t=c

2
L

2
/8
, (2.8)

where N�1(c, ⇢, x0/T ) will be computed in the next section in order to ensure

g

2
GF = g

2
0 +O(g40) . (2.9)

2.2 Continuum

Our computation follows the lines of [27]. First we consider the modified flow equation

dB
µ

dt
= D

⌫

G

⌫µ

+ ↵D

µ

@

⌫

B

⌫

, B

µ

(x, 0) = A

µ

(x) . (2.10)

1
Note that in the SF the boundary conditions break the invariance under time translations. Therefore

hE(t, x0)i will depend explicitly on x0.
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= D

⌫

G

⌫µ

+ ↵D

µ

@

⌫

B

⌫

, B

µ

(x, 0) = A

µ

(x) . (2.10)

1
Note that in the SF the boundary conditions break the invariance under time translations. Therefore

hE(t, x0)i will depend explicitly on x0.
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SU(3) fundamental Nf=12: running coupling 
[Lin 5C]

• Taiwan-Japan collab.: D. Lin et al


• gradient flow coupling and step scaling


• Wilson gauge with twisting x,y


• Naive staggered with twisting


• study palette and clover operators to check the continuum extrapolation


• c=0.25, 0.30, 0.35, 0.40


• inconclusive on existence of IRFP / continuum limit; needs further investigation


• problem being unfolded through the high precision of gradient flow method


•  L=8→24 so far.  32 simulation underway.

c =
p
8t/L = 0.2



SU(2) Nf=8 fundamental: running coupling 
[Rantaharju 5C]

• HEX smeared O(a) improved Wilson


• t-shift gradient flow (Cheng et al) coupling with SF boundary & step scaling

The Model

S = (1− cg )SG (U) + cgSG (V ) + SF (V ) + cSW δSSW (V )

• HEX Smearing: 2

• three sequential stout smearing steps
using only orthogonal directions

• Standard gauge action SG (U)

• Smeared Wilson fermion action SF (V )

• Smeared gauge action SG (V )

• Bulk correction term δSSW (U)

• Here, cg = 0.5 and cSW = 1

2S. Capitani, S. Durr and C. Hoelbling, JHEP 0611 (2006) 028

Improved Continuum Limit
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• Continuum limit with Σ(u, a /L) = σ(u) + c(a /L)2

• Inconclusive on existence of IRFP



SU(2) Nf=8 fundamental: running coupling 
[Rantaharju 5C]

• HEX smeared O(a) improved Wilson


• t-shift gradient flow (Cheng et al) coupling with SF boundary & step scaling

The Model

S = (1− cg )SG (U) + cgSG (V ) + SF (V ) + cSW δSSW (V )

• HEX Smearing: 2

• three sequential stout smearing steps
using only orthogonal directions

• Standard gauge action SG (U)

• Smeared Wilson fermion action SF (V )

• Smeared gauge action SG (V )

• Bulk correction term δSSW (U)

• Here, cg = 0.5 and cSW = 1

2S. Capitani, S. Durr and C. Hoelbling, JHEP 0611 (2006) 028

Improved Continuum Limit
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• Inconclusive on existence of IRFP



SU(3) gauge + fundamental fermions Nfc ?



SU(3) fundamental: Nfc from Tc(Nf) 
[Nunes da Silva 1C]

• Comparing Tc for different Nf


• requires common scale


• IR scale would not be good


• as a UV scale ω0 is used


• Nt=6, 8 simulation


• 1 loop Symazik gauge


• Naik & tadpole improvement


• mass effect under investigation

MOTIVATION

Understand the shape of the 
chiral phase boundary Tc(Nf) 

!
Search for precursory effects of 

conformality

T

NfNfc NfAF

QGP

Hadrons

Tc(Nf)

C.W.

Preconformal dynamics?

NEED COMMON SCALE!

Tcw0

Mass effect
PRELIMINARY



SU(3) fundamental Nf=12 spectrum vs mf



LatKMI update of conformal scaling study 
[Rinaldi P]

• γ* : 0.4-0.5  (same as before)

!

Conformality in twelve-flavor QCD
Y. Aoki, T. Aoyama, E. Bennett, M. Kurachi, T. Maskawa, K. Miura, K.I. Nagai,

H. Ohki, A. Shibata, E. Rinaldi, K. Yamawaki, T. Yamazaki
(The LatKMI Collaboration)

Introduction
We study a SU(3) gauge theory with 12 fundamental Dirac fermions on the lattice using 
the HISQ fermion discretization with Symanzik tree-level gauge action. Our goal is to 
determine, using spectral quantities, if the continuum theory described by our lattice 
model is inside the conformal window. In such case we calculate the anomalous mass 
dimension γ✽ characteristic of the infrared conformal fixed point.

Hyperscaling [1] dictates the dynamics for all theories in the conformal window and the 
the leading mass dependence of the spectrum is:

The computer simulations are performed using the LatKMI modified version of the 
publicly available MILC (v7) code. Expensive measurements of disconnected diagrams  
are made possible thanks to GPU-accelerated code based on QUDA. The main results of 
this work were obtained on the cluster system “!” at KMI, CX400 at Nagoya University 
and CX400, plus HA8000 at Kyushu University.

Spectrum
We measure the lightest mesonic I=1 resonances that are present in the spectrum when 
a non-zero fermion mass term is included in the simulations. The pseudoscalar (π) mass 
and decay constant are measured, together with the vector (ρ) mass. We also measure 
the lightest I=0 scalar meson (σ) for our most continuum-like coupling.
The first indication that this theory is conformal in the chiral and infinite volume limit
comes from the ratio of hadronic scales: it approaches a constant in the chiral limit.

Finite-size scaling
At finite fermion mass and finite lattice size, the presence of a IR conformal fixed point can 
be studied using universal scaling relations (FSHS) [2] for the hadronic masses and decay 
constants as a function of the scaling variable:

The function f(x) is universal but unknown and it depends on the mass anomalous 
dimension at the fixed point, γ✽. By finding the function that describes an observable for 
different values of L and m, one can determine the mass anomalous dimension.
This value should be independent of the observable and coupling constant (at leading 
order).

Problems arising from this analysis are related to volume effects and non-universal 
corrections. Our latest analysis only considers data with LMπ>8.5 to reduce the finite 
volume effects. We also consider corrections to FSHS suggested by Schwinger-Dyson 
analysis, lattice artifacts and the gauge coupling (as a near-marginal operator) [3][4]:

Our conclusion from this analysis are:

✤the hyperscaling relations are very well consistent with the lattice data in the small 
fermion mass region. 

✤the extracted γ✽≃0.4-0.5 is consistent across different observables and coupling 
constants when small volume data are excluded (LMπ>8.5; LFπ>2.)

✤adding corrections due to near-marginal operators near the fixed point (ω≠0) gives 
compatible results, but improves the fit quality in the heavy mass region.

Iso-singlet scalar channel
In a mass-deformed conformal theory, the lightest flavor-singlet scalar excitation in the 
spectrum may be parametrically light with respect to the other resonances.
We measure the ground state in the iso-singlet scalar channel using a fermionic bilinear 
operator and a gluonic operator basis [5].
The signal for the disconnected diagrams crucial to this calculation is extracted using 64 
stochastic sources, a variance reduction technique, and a large number of gauge 
configurations at β=4.0.

The lightest iso-singlet scalar state is found to be lighter than the pseudoscalar one in the 
whole fermion mass region explored.
✤This is in agreement with the possibility that (quasi-)conformal dynamics makes the 
scalar state lighter than the rest of the spectrum.
✤A hyperscaling formula with the anomalous mass dimension obtained from Mπ fits to 
the large volume scalar data.
✤When purely gluonic operators are used to look at the flavor-singlet scalar channel, the 
extracted ground state mass tends to be higher than the one obtained with fermionic 
operators. But we find a non-negligible component in the cross-correlation between 
fermionic and gluonic operators for a particular set of parameters.

String tension

We also measure another purely gluonic observable to extend our hyperscaling analysis 
to more observables which are affected by different systematic effects compared to the 
fermionic ones.
The string tension is obtained using two well-known methodologies

•from smeared Polyakov loop correlators coupling to torelon excitations on the torus, 
whose mass as a function of the loop length L is: 

•from APE smeared Wilson loop operators used to construct Creutz ratios for the static 
quark-antiquark potential: 

✤The two methods agree in the full range of parameters explored
✤The hyperscaling fit of the data gives γ✽ =0.3(1), in broad agreement with the rest of the 
spectrum

Conclusions and future work
Finite-size hyperscaling formulae describe the lattice data for the pseudoscalar mass and 
decay constant and for the vector mass, resulting in a universal value for the anomalous 
mass dimension. Both the flavor-singlet scalar mass and the string tension are 
compatible with these predictions.
These are indications that the twelve-flavor SU(3) gauge theory simulated on the lattice 
corresponds to a conformal theory in the continuum and infinite volume limit. 
We also note that chiral perturbation theory does not apply to this context for the reason 
that the expansion parameter is much larger than unity and that the “pions” are no longer 
the lightest degrees of freedom of the theory.
The presence of an iso-singlet scalar state parametrically lighter than the rest of the 
spectrum can be related to the dilatonic nature of the conformal dynamics and it makes a 
pressing issue to investigate the same feature in candidate models for Walking 
Technicolor [6][7].
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Y. Aoki, T. Aoyama, E. Bennett, M. Kurachi, T. Maskawa, K. Miura, K.I. Nagai,

H. Ohki, A. Shibata, E. Rinaldi, K. Yamawaki, T. Yamazaki
(The LatKMI Collaboration)

Introduction
We study a SU(3) gauge theory with 12 fundamental Dirac fermions on the lattice using 
the HISQ fermion discretization with Symanzik tree-level gauge action. Our goal is to 
determine, using spectral quantities, if the continuum theory described by our lattice 
model is inside the conformal window. In such case we calculate the anomalous mass 
dimension γ✽ characteristic of the infrared conformal fixed point.

Hyperscaling [1] dictates the dynamics for all theories in the conformal window and the 
the leading mass dependence of the spectrum is:

The computer simulations are performed using the LatKMI modified version of the 
publicly available MILC (v7) code. Expensive measurements of disconnected diagrams  
are made possible thanks to GPU-accelerated code based on QUDA. The main results of 
this work were obtained on the cluster system “!” at KMI, CX400 at Nagoya University 
and CX400, plus HA8000 at Kyushu University.

Spectrum
We measure the lightest mesonic I=1 resonances that are present in the spectrum when 
a non-zero fermion mass term is included in the simulations. The pseudoscalar (π) mass 
and decay constant are measured, together with the vector (ρ) mass. We also measure 
the lightest I=0 scalar meson (σ) for our most continuum-like coupling.
The first indication that this theory is conformal in the chiral and infinite volume limit
comes from the ratio of hadronic scales: it approaches a constant in the chiral limit.

Finite-size scaling
At finite fermion mass and finite lattice size, the presence of a IR conformal fixed point can 
be studied using universal scaling relations (FSHS) [2] for the hadronic masses and decay 
constants as a function of the scaling variable:

The function f(x) is universal but unknown and it depends on the mass anomalous 
dimension at the fixed point, γ✽. By finding the function that describes an observable for 
different values of L and m, one can determine the mass anomalous dimension.
This value should be independent of the observable and coupling constant (at leading 
order).

Problems arising from this analysis are related to volume effects and non-universal 
corrections. Our latest analysis only considers data with LMπ>8.5 to reduce the finite 
volume effects. We also consider corrections to FSHS suggested by Schwinger-Dyson 
analysis, lattice artifacts and the gauge coupling (as a near-marginal operator) [3][4]:

Our conclusion from this analysis are:

✤the hyperscaling relations are very well consistent with the lattice data in the small 
fermion mass region. 

✤the extracted γ✽≃0.4-0.5 is consistent across different observables and coupling 
constants when small volume data are excluded (LMπ>8.5; LFπ>2.)

✤adding corrections due to near-marginal operators near the fixed point (ω≠0) gives 
compatible results, but improves the fit quality in the heavy mass region.

Iso-singlet scalar channel
In a mass-deformed conformal theory, the lightest flavor-singlet scalar excitation in the 
spectrum may be parametrically light with respect to the other resonances.
We measure the ground state in the iso-singlet scalar channel using a fermionic bilinear 
operator and a gluonic operator basis [5].
The signal for the disconnected diagrams crucial to this calculation is extracted using 64 
stochastic sources, a variance reduction technique, and a large number of gauge 
configurations at β=4.0.

The lightest iso-singlet scalar state is found to be lighter than the pseudoscalar one in the 
whole fermion mass region explored.
✤This is in agreement with the possibility that (quasi-)conformal dynamics makes the 
scalar state lighter than the rest of the spectrum.
✤A hyperscaling formula with the anomalous mass dimension obtained from Mπ fits to 
the large volume scalar data.
✤When purely gluonic operators are used to look at the flavor-singlet scalar channel, the 
extracted ground state mass tends to be higher than the one obtained with fermionic 
operators. But we find a non-negligible component in the cross-correlation between 
fermionic and gluonic operators for a particular set of parameters.

String tension

We also measure another purely gluonic observable to extend our hyperscaling analysis 
to more observables which are affected by different systematic effects compared to the 
fermionic ones.
The string tension is obtained using two well-known methodologies

•from smeared Polyakov loop correlators coupling to torelon excitations on the torus, 
whose mass as a function of the loop length L is: 

•from APE smeared Wilson loop operators used to construct Creutz ratios for the static 
quark-antiquark potential: 

✤The two methods agree in the full range of parameters explored
✤The hyperscaling fit of the data gives γ✽ =0.3(1), in broad agreement with the rest of the 
spectrum

Conclusions and future work
Finite-size hyperscaling formulae describe the lattice data for the pseudoscalar mass and 
decay constant and for the vector mass, resulting in a universal value for the anomalous 
mass dimension. Both the flavor-singlet scalar mass and the string tension are 
compatible with these predictions.
These are indications that the twelve-flavor SU(3) gauge theory simulated on the lattice 
corresponds to a conformal theory in the continuum and infinite volume limit. 
We also note that chiral perturbation theory does not apply to this context for the reason 
that the expansion parameter is much larger than unity and that the “pions” are no longer 
the lightest degrees of freedom of the theory.
The presence of an iso-singlet scalar state parametrically lighter than the rest of the 
spectrum can be related to the dilatonic nature of the conformal dynamics and it makes a 
pressing issue to investigate the same feature in candidate models for Walking 
Technicolor [6][7].
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Introduction
We study a SU(3) gauge theory with 12 fundamental Dirac fermions on the lattice using 
the HISQ fermion discretization with Symanzik tree-level gauge action. Our goal is to 
determine, using spectral quantities, if the continuum theory described by our lattice 
model is inside the conformal window. In such case we calculate the anomalous mass 
dimension γ✽ characteristic of the infrared conformal fixed point.

Hyperscaling [1] dictates the dynamics for all theories in the conformal window and the 
the leading mass dependence of the spectrum is:

The computer simulations are performed using the LatKMI modified version of the 
publicly available MILC (v7) code. Expensive measurements of disconnected diagrams  
are made possible thanks to GPU-accelerated code based on QUDA. The main results of 
this work were obtained on the cluster system “!” at KMI, CX400 at Nagoya University 
and CX400, plus HA8000 at Kyushu University.

Spectrum
We measure the lightest mesonic I=1 resonances that are present in the spectrum when 
a non-zero fermion mass term is included in the simulations. The pseudoscalar (π) mass 
and decay constant are measured, together with the vector (ρ) mass. We also measure 
the lightest I=0 scalar meson (σ) for our most continuum-like coupling.
The first indication that this theory is conformal in the chiral and infinite volume limit
comes from the ratio of hadronic scales: it approaches a constant in the chiral limit.

Finite-size scaling
At finite fermion mass and finite lattice size, the presence of a IR conformal fixed point can 
be studied using universal scaling relations (FSHS) [2] for the hadronic masses and decay 
constants as a function of the scaling variable:

The function f(x) is universal but unknown and it depends on the mass anomalous 
dimension at the fixed point, γ✽. By finding the function that describes an observable for 
different values of L and m, one can determine the mass anomalous dimension.
This value should be independent of the observable and coupling constant (at leading 
order).

Problems arising from this analysis are related to volume effects and non-universal 
corrections. Our latest analysis only considers data with LMπ>8.5 to reduce the finite 
volume effects. We also consider corrections to FSHS suggested by Schwinger-Dyson 
analysis, lattice artifacts and the gauge coupling (as a near-marginal operator) [3][4]:

Our conclusion from this analysis are:

✤the hyperscaling relations are very well consistent with the lattice data in the small 
fermion mass region. 

✤the extracted γ✽≃0.4-0.5 is consistent across different observables and coupling 
constants when small volume data are excluded (LMπ>8.5; LFπ>2.)

✤adding corrections due to near-marginal operators near the fixed point (ω≠0) gives 
compatible results, but improves the fit quality in the heavy mass region.

Iso-singlet scalar channel
In a mass-deformed conformal theory, the lightest flavor-singlet scalar excitation in the 
spectrum may be parametrically light with respect to the other resonances.
We measure the ground state in the iso-singlet scalar channel using a fermionic bilinear 
operator and a gluonic operator basis [5].
The signal for the disconnected diagrams crucial to this calculation is extracted using 64 
stochastic sources, a variance reduction technique, and a large number of gauge 
configurations at β=4.0.

The lightest iso-singlet scalar state is found to be lighter than the pseudoscalar one in the 
whole fermion mass region explored.
✤This is in agreement with the possibility that (quasi-)conformal dynamics makes the 
scalar state lighter than the rest of the spectrum.
✤A hyperscaling formula with the anomalous mass dimension obtained from Mπ fits to 
the large volume scalar data.
✤When purely gluonic operators are used to look at the flavor-singlet scalar channel, the 
extracted ground state mass tends to be higher than the one obtained with fermionic 
operators. But we find a non-negligible component in the cross-correlation between 
fermionic and gluonic operators for a particular set of parameters.

String tension

We also measure another purely gluonic observable to extend our hyperscaling analysis 
to more observables which are affected by different systematic effects compared to the 
fermionic ones.
The string tension is obtained using two well-known methodologies

•from smeared Polyakov loop correlators coupling to torelon excitations on the torus, 
whose mass as a function of the loop length L is: 

•from APE smeared Wilson loop operators used to construct Creutz ratios for the static 
quark-antiquark potential: 

✤The two methods agree in the full range of parameters explored
✤The hyperscaling fit of the data gives γ✽ =0.3(1), in broad agreement with the rest of the 
spectrum

Conclusions and future work
Finite-size hyperscaling formulae describe the lattice data for the pseudoscalar mass and 
decay constant and for the vector mass, resulting in a universal value for the anomalous 
mass dimension. Both the flavor-singlet scalar mass and the string tension are 
compatible with these predictions.
These are indications that the twelve-flavor SU(3) gauge theory simulated on the lattice 
corresponds to a conformal theory in the continuum and infinite volume limit. 
We also note that chiral perturbation theory does not apply to this context for the reason 
that the expansion parameter is much larger than unity and that the “pions” are no longer 
the lightest degrees of freedom of the theory.
The presence of an iso-singlet scalar state parametrically lighter than the rest of the 
spectrum can be related to the dilatonic nature of the conformal dynamics and it makes a 
pressing issue to investigate the same feature in candidate models for Walking 
Technicolor [6][7].
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Including the effect of near-marginal operator 
[Cheng et al 2014]

• data from three collaborations (different actions) well aligned with single γ


• 2 segments seem to be observed:   separated at x~1.3  for all quantities


• suggesting abrupt change of environment ?
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FIG. 2. Left panel: The best curve collapse fit for the MPS combining data at �F = 4.0, 4.5 and the published data of the LH
and LatKMI collaborations [4, 12] . The fit parameters are listed in Table I. Right panel: Similar fit combining MPS (filled
symbols), MV (open symbols), and f⇡ (shaded symbols) using data at �F = 2.8, 4.0, 4.5 and 5.0. The values for f⇡ are rescaled
by a factor of 9 for better clarity.

mension �m = ym � 1 = 0.235(15) at the corresponding
infrared fixed point.

We have investigated only three physical quantities
and cannot prove that all other observables will scale
consistently once corrections to scaling are taken into
account – especially because these corrections might be
more important to some observables than to others. It
will be important to consider other quantities, especially
those related to the static potential as published large
volume data appear to be inconsistent with conformal
dynamics [10].

We expect that systems near the conformal boundary
will generically possess a nearly-marginal operator due
to the walking gauge coupling, or possibly even some
other operator that becomes relevant at the conformal
boundary. The results presented in this paper suggest
that such an operator has important e↵ects that have to
be considered when studying any strongly-coupled many-
flavor system.
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where ! ⌘ �y0/ym & 0. The scaling function
fH (x, g0m!) is analytic even at the fixed point, and can
be expanded as

LMH = FH(x)
�
1 + g0m

!
GH(x) +O �

g

2
0m

2!
� 

. (4)

The first term is the usual FSS expression while the sec-
ond accounts for the leading corrections to scaling.

In the limit x ! 0, both FH(x) and GH(x) approach
finite constants. In the infinite-volume limit, with small
but fixed m, FH(x) / x while GH(x) remains finite. Our
simulations cover a limited range 0.5 . x . 3, over which
we approximate GH(x) by a constant, GH(x) = cG, so

LMH

1 + cGg0m
!
= FH(x). (5)

One can test the validity of this approximation by using
only subsets of the data restricted to smaller ranges in x.
Equation 5 is very similar to the original Eq. 2, however,
the analysis now involves three parameters: c0 ⌘ cGg0,
y0 and ym.

FINITE SIZE SCALING FITS

In our numerical studies we use nHYP smeared stag-
gered fermions and a gauge action that combines funda-
mental and adjoint plaquette terms with �A/�F = �0.25.
In Ref. [8] we reported on the phase structure and other
properties of this action with Nf = 12 fundamental
fermions.

In the present work we consider gauge couplings �F =
2.8, 4.0, 4.5 and 5.0 and volumes 123⇥24, 163⇥32, 203⇥40,
243⇥48 and 323⇥64. The bare mass varies in the range
0.005  m  0.12, such that the vector meson mass
aMV < 0.7.

In the FSS analysis we approximate FH(x) with two
independent quadratic polynomials, one at x < x0 and

the other at x > x0. We minimize the �

2 of this fit
in terms of the polynomial coe�cients, x0, ym, y0 and
c0 using a Bayesian fitter based on [24, 25][26]. Priors
on the values are 0.1 ± 20 for polynomial coe�cients,
0.5 ± 20 for �y0, 1.4 ± 1 for ym, and -0.1 ± 5 for c0.
Table I collects the results of several di↵erent fits, listing
the relevant fit parameters as well as �

2 per degrees of
freedom (dof). This �2 represents not only the goodness
of the FSS “curve collapse” but the correctness of our
rather simple fitting form for FH(x). While the latter
could be improved by using a more elaborate fit function,
we found the two independent quadratic polynomials to
be su�cient.

Two loop perturbation theory predicts that the 12 fla-
vor system is conformal with scaling exponent ym ⇡ 1.45
and leading irrelevant exponent y0 ⇡ �0.36. First we
analyze the data using the usual form of Eq. 2, ignoring
corrections to scaling. We consider each operator and �F

data set independently. The first row of Table I shows
the result of the fit for the pseudoscalar mass MPS at
�F = 4.0. This gauge coupling matches rather closely
the published � = 2.2 data of the LH collaboration and
our prediction for ym is consistent with Ref. [4].

The left panel of Fig. 1 shows the results of similar
analysis for the scaling exponent ym at other �F values
for the pseudoscalar MPS and vector meson MV masses
and f⇡. The scaling exponent shows significant variations
between the three observables and as the function of �F ,
suggesting that there is no consistent FSS when using the
form of Eq. 2.

When we take into account the leading scaling correc-
tions according to Eq. 5 the situation changes. We are
not able to constrain the exponent y0 using individual
data sets so at this stage we fix y0 = �0.36, the pertur-
bative 2-loop value. The correction term decreases �2 by
more than a factor of two as the second row of Table I
shows. We obtain consistent results when fitting only the

[arXiv:1401.0195]



Conformal theory with IR cutoff 
[Iwasaki/Ishikawa Lattice 2013]

• phase diagram of theories which has IR fixed point


[Ishikawa, Iwasaki, Nakayama, Yoshie PRD87 2013, PRD89 2014]


                           V=∞                                                      finite V (conjectured) 2

FIG. 1. The phase diagram predicted from the RG argument: (left: for ΛIR = 0) and (right: for ΛIR = finite). The shaded
strong coupling region for small quark masses does not exist in the β −mq plane [2].

observed in the “confining region”. We further claim
that the boundary between the “conformal region” and
the “confining region” is a first order transition.
We note that the behavior eq.(4) is proposed based

on the AdS/CFT correspondence with a softwall cutoff
in the literature [4]. The meson propagator in the mo-
mentum space has a cut instead of a pole: GH(p) =
1/(p2 + m̃2

H)1−αH . The propagator in the position space
(after space integration) takes the form eq.(4) in the limit
t m̃H ≫ 1.
We distinguish m̃H in eq.(4) from the pole mass mH in

eq.(2). Eq.(3) thus means the lower limit of mH is cΛIR.
In the continuum limit with L = ∞ (i.e. ΛIR = 0), the

propagator on the massless quark line takes the form

GH(t) = c̃
1

tαH

, (5)

consistent with m̃H = 0 limit of eq. (4). If we take the
coupling constant g0 = g∗ at the UV cutoff, αH takes a
constant value, and the RG equation demands

αH = 3− 2γ∗, (6)

for the pseudo-scalar (PS) channel with γ∗ being the
anomalous mass dimension γ at g = g∗. The theory
is scale invariant (and shown to be conformal invari-
ant within perturbation theory [5]. See also e.g. [6]
and references therein from AdS/CFT approach). When
0 ≤ g0 < g∗, αH depends slowly on t as a solution of
the RG equation. In the IR limit t → ∞, we must retain
αH(t) → 3− 2γ∗.
The continuum limit with L = finite defines a con-

tinuum theory on T3 × S1 which corresponds to a com-
pact three-torus at finite temperature. The IR cutoff
ΛIR ∼ 1/L is finite. The propagator GH(t) behaves at
large t as a power-law corrected Yukawa type decaying
form eq.(4). The exponent αH in t → ∞ with t m̃H ≪ 1
takes the universal formula 3− 2γ∗ while with t m̃H ≫ 1
it takes a value depending on the dynamics, from which
we can estimate the mass anomalous dimensions (see [2]).
Now let us discuss the results of our numerical calcula-

tions. We have performed simulations in the Nf = 7 and
Nf = 16 cases, which we conjecture [7], are the bound-
aries of the conformal window. The algorithms we em-
ploy are the blocked HMC algorithm [8] for Nf = 2N

and the RHMC algorithm [9] for Nf = 1 in the case
Nf = 2N + 1.
We specify the coupling constant β = 6.0 for Nf = 7

and β = 11.5 for Nf = 16, taking account of the fact that
the IR fixed point for Nf = 16 is β = 11.48 in two-loop
approximation. We use the lattices of size 163 × 64 and
24× 96, and vary the hopping parameter K so that the
quark mass takes the value from 0.40 to 0.0: We simulate
with 15 hopping parameters on the 163× 64 lattices, and
5 hopping parameters on the 243 × 96 lattices.
We choose the run-parameters in such a way that the

acceptance of the global metropolis test is about 70%.
The statistics are 1,000 MD trajectories for thermaliza-
tion and 1,000 MD trajectories or 500 MD trajectories
for the measurement. We estimate the errors by the jack-
knife method with a bin size corresponding to 100 HMC
trajectories.
Let us first discuss the results for the Nf = 7 case on

the 163× 64 lattices. We define the effective mass mH(t)

by cosh(mH(t)(t−Nt/2))
cosh(mH(t)(t+1−Nt/2))

= GH(t)
GH(t+1) . FIG. 2 shows the t

dependence of the effective mass for the PS channel with
three types of sources. On the left panel, we see the clear
plateau of the effective mass at t = 22 ∼ 31 when quark
mass is relatively large; mq = 0.25 (K = 0.1400). On
the other hand, on the right panel, we see the effective
mass is slowly decreasing without no plateau up to t = 31
when the quark mass is small; mq = 0.045 (K = 0.1459),
suggesting the power-law correction.
The effective masses for all cases with mq ≤ 0.172

(K ≥ 0.1415) exhibit a similar behavior to the K =
0.1459 case. We show the power-law corrected fit for the
local-local data in the K = 0.1459 case with the fitting
range t = [15 : 31] on the left panel in FIG. 3. The fit
with αH = 0.8(1) reproduces the date very well.
In the case of Nf = 16, the effective masses on the

163×64 lattices exhibit the power-law corrected Yukawa-
type decaying form for all cases when mq ≤ 0.0978 (K ≥
0.130). We show the power-law corrected fit for the local-
local data in the K = 0.1315 case with the fitting range
t = [15 : 31] on the right panel in FIG. 3. The fit with
αH = 1.15(2) reproduces the data well.
We also report that the data on 243 × 96 lattices for

both cases of Nf = 7 with K ≥ 0.1459 and Nf = 16
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Conformal theory with IR cutoff

• finite V


• conformal <-> confinement: separated by 1st order phase transition


• power low correction to the exponential decay of 2pt function in conformal


➡ counter argument (investigating a 2 d toy model) [Akerlund 1C]

shown in the case Nf ¼ 7 that the existence of two states at
the same parameters and the transition is first order.
In this section, we intensively investigate the conformal

region in several cases: Nf ¼ 16, Nf ¼ 12, Nf ¼ 7 in
conformal QCD and Nf ¼ 2; β ¼ 10.0 in high-temperature
QCD. In doing so, we clarify that the vacuum of the
conformal region is ð1=3; 1=3; 1=3Þ and outside the boun-
dary is either the (0,0,0) vacuum for the deconfining region
or the ð$; $; $Þ vacuum for the confining region. Therefore,
the transition across the boundary is the transition between
different vacua, and we argue that the transition must be
first order, being consistent with the gap observed in other
physical quantities.
We also make a cautious remark that in order to investigate

conformal properties such as the anomalous mass dimension
from the spectrum one must be inside the conformal region.
Otherwise, one may obtain either the deconfining behavior
or the confining behavior depending on the β and lattice size,
irrespective of the conformal behavior inside the conformal
region. We show examples in the case Nf ¼ 12.
In relation to the first-order phase transition, the search of

the gap in spectrum is crucial. To systematically address the
question, we carefully perform simulations in the following
way. We first simulate at small quark mass (large K) where

the propagator GðtÞ behaves at large t as a power-law-
corrected Yukawa-type decaying form. Then we simulate at
a smaller K (larger quark mass) using the configuration at
the larger K. We gradually decrease K. When the step size
of K is small enough, one will find a gap in the PS mass at
some K. Further, we decrease K. After reaching some K,
we then increase K in the opposite direction to the above.
Then we find a gap at the same (or similar) K to the one in
the process of decreasing K.
When the step size is large, one may miss the gap since

each vacuum is quasistable. In particular, at large β, large
Nf and large quark mass, one may obtain the result of a
quasistable state. We give such examples also in the
case Nf ¼ 12.

A. Nf ¼ 16

The results in the Nf ¼ 16 case formq andmPS (or ~mPS)
are shown in Fig. 19. We note that the quark mass mq
denoted by filled circles on the left panel is excellently
proportional to 1=K in the whole region from 0.00 to 0.4.
For the propagators of the PS meson, we observe a

clear transition from the exponentially decaying form to
the power-law-corrected Yukawa-type decaying form at
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Nf=16

shown in the case Nf ¼ 7 that the existence of two states at
the same parameters and the transition is first order.
In this section, we intensively investigate the conformal

region in several cases: Nf ¼ 16, Nf ¼ 12, Nf ¼ 7 in
conformal QCD and Nf ¼ 2; β ¼ 10.0 in high-temperature
QCD. In doing so, we clarify that the vacuum of the
conformal region is ð1=3; 1=3; 1=3Þ and outside the boun-
dary is either the (0,0,0) vacuum for the deconfining region
or the ð$; $; $Þ vacuum for the confining region. Therefore,
the transition across the boundary is the transition between
different vacua, and we argue that the transition must be
first order, being consistent with the gap observed in other
physical quantities.
We also make a cautious remark that in order to investigate

conformal properties such as the anomalous mass dimension
from the spectrum one must be inside the conformal region.
Otherwise, one may obtain either the deconfining behavior
or the confining behavior depending on the β and lattice size,
irrespective of the conformal behavior inside the conformal
region. We show examples in the case Nf ¼ 12.
In relation to the first-order phase transition, the search of

the gap in spectrum is crucial. To systematically address the
question, we carefully perform simulations in the following
way. We first simulate at small quark mass (large K) where

the propagator GðtÞ behaves at large t as a power-law-
corrected Yukawa-type decaying form. Then we simulate at
a smaller K (larger quark mass) using the configuration at
the larger K. We gradually decrease K. When the step size
of K is small enough, one will find a gap in the PS mass at
some K. Further, we decrease K. After reaching some K,
we then increase K in the opposite direction to the above.
Then we find a gap at the same (or similar) K to the one in
the process of decreasing K.
When the step size is large, one may miss the gap since

each vacuum is quasistable. In particular, at large β, large
Nf and large quark mass, one may obtain the result of a
quasistable state. We give such examples also in the
case Nf ¼ 12.

A. Nf ¼ 16

The results in the Nf ¼ 16 case formq andmPS (or ~mPS)
are shown in Fig. 19. We note that the quark mass mq
denoted by filled circles on the left panel is excellently
proportional to 1=K in the whole region from 0.00 to 0.4.
For the propagators of the PS meson, we observe a

clear transition from the exponentially decaying form to
the power-law-corrected Yukawa-type decaying form at
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pion effective mass



mass anomalous dimension

• scaling near IRFP of composite spectrum  (mass deformed theory)


• LatKMI                     0.4-0.5    KMI data: right segment of the scaling figure


• Cheng et al              0.235(15) ω correction, using all data, both segments


• eigenmode number


• Cheng et al              0.32(3)     mf=0 simulation   [JHEP 1307 061]


• twisted Polyakov loop scheme, step scaling


• [Itou and Tomiya P]  0.081(18)(+25-0)        mf=0 simulation


• needs better understanding of the difference



flavor singlet composite scalar (Higgs inposter) 



SU(2) Nf=2 adjoint glueball spectrum 
[Del Debbio et al PRD2010]

• Likely in conformal window


• 0.16 < γ* < 0.28


• light 0++ is observed


• M0++ < Mπ


• novel spectrum pattern

we do not take into account the corresponding values of
am0þþ in the following analysis.

The mass of the 2þþ glueball as a function of am0 is
shown in Fig. 10. These results have been obtained using
operators transforming according to the E representation of
the cubic group. Our analysis in the T channel gives
compatible results in all cases. Our data show that the
2þþ glueball is heavier than the 0þþ in the symmetric
phase, but dramatically decreases to very low values of the
mass (well below the mass of the 0þþ) at the onset of the
A phase. Deeper in the A phase, the two states appear to be
degenerate. As the figure shows, no good control over
finite-size effects can be reached on our lattices for the
2þþ mass. For the sake of completeness, we still provide
an estimate for its mass at infinite volume, but this is likely
to be quite rough. Hence, the 2þþ glueball will play a
marginal role in the interpretation of our results.

Our numerical estimates of aM0þþ and aM2þþ in the
infinite-volume limit are reported in Table V. The degen-
eracy between the two states at m ¼ #1:05 together with
the impossibility of establishing whether the system is in
the S phase (see Table II) would suggest to disregard
glueball masses at this value of the bare mass. However,
since this point was part of our analysis in Ref. [57], where
the lower statistics masked the issue, in order to facilitate a
comparison with our previous work, we chose to keep it
also in our current analysis. The reader should bear this in
mind for the discussion of our results.

VIII. HYPERSCALING SCENARIO AND LOCKING
SCALE

Our infinite-volume estimates for the PS (at each value
of the bare mass, we choose the PS mass computed on the
largest volume in [58]), the 0þþ and the 2þþ glueball
masses, and !1=2 as a function of the partially conserved
axial current (PCAC) mass am (see Refs. [19,58] for a
definition of this quantity) are reported in Fig. 11. As
noticed in Ref. [57], the data show a clear hierarchy in
the spectrum, with the mesonic scale well above the
gluonic scale. Since over the range of investigated masses
a!1=2 changes by a factor of 5, the effect of the fermion

determinant as the mass is decreased is an essential com-
ponent of the dynamics in this theory. Hence, the simple
quenched scenario, according to which the theory would be
QCD like and the hierarchy in the spectrum is due to large
fermion masses, can be excluded. In fact, the spectrum
looks similar to the hyperscaling scenario at high locking
mass Mlock sketched in Fig. 1 (right panel). In this section
we shall show that indeed that scenario provides the right
description of the spectrum of this theory.
Up to subleading corrections, the hyperscaling scenario

implies the independence of ratios of physical quantities
from the fermion mass in the scaling region. In Fig. 12 we
plot the ratio MPS=!

1=2. This quantity shows a plateau
MPS=!

1=2 ’ 7:5 for aMPS $ 1:25, supporting the idea
that gluonic and fermionic masses are not parametrically
independent in this region but are both proportional to the
RG-invariant fermion mass M (again, this is what we are
calling locking). The independence from M of the ratio of

TABLE V. Infinite-volume estimates of aM0þþ and aM2þþ .
Values extracted on a 16% 83 lattice have been used for am0 >
#0:95 and values extracted on a 24% 123 lattice for am0 $
#0:95.

#am0 aM0þþ aM2þþ

#0:25 1.159(98) 2.18(22)
0.25 1.108(97) 1.92(22)
0.5 1.045(70) 1.93(19)
0.75 0.919(63) 1.27(12)
0.9 0.666(44) 0.874(77)
0.95 0.793(41) 1.129(85)
1 0.658(56) 0.886(73)
1.05 0.510(33) 0.513(35) 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
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FIG. 11 (color online). The spectrum of the theory as a func-
tion of the PCAC mass am. The mass of the vector is not shown,
since on the scale of the figure this state appears to be degenerate
with the PS.
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• hint of possible light composite Higgs in near conformal theories



SU(2) Nf=1 adjoint 
[Athenodorou et al Lattice 2013]

• conformal or near-conformal


• 0.9 < γ* < 1.0 from mf-scaling of 
chiral condensate


• γ*=0.92(1) from Dirac spectrum 
eigen mode number


• 2 pions : not enough for EWSB


• Mf0 ≤ Mπ


• similar spectrum pattern as Nf=2

First results for SU(2) Yang-Mills with one adjoint Dirac Fermion Andreas Athenodorou
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Figure 2: Selected spectral states of the theory, showing meson, baryon, glueball, and spin- 1
2 states, and

s1/2, all tending towards 0 as mPCAC ! 0. On the left we present the raw masses in lattice units and on the
right mass ratios with the string tension.

Turning now to the mass ratios, we observe that, with the exception of the pseudovector meson,
over which we have a poor control, within two standard deviations all states have constant mass
ratios throughout the range in which they were observed. The scalar meson 0+ is the lightest state
in the scaling region. In addition we expect the scalar glueball 0++ and the scalar meson to mix.
As a matter of fact the mass ratios of these two states appear to be degenerate within the statistical
uncertainties. The mass ratios of the baryon states appear to behave in a similar manner as the
mesonic states. Namely, their mass ratios are constant throughout the range of amPCAC.

Our results, therefore, obey the hyperscaling hypothesis according to which the mass ratios
of spectral quantities in the chiral scaling regime for a mass-deformed infrared conformal gauge
theory should be constant. Hence, the SU(2) gauge theory with one adjoint Dirac fermion appears
to possess an infrared behaviour compatible with a conformal or nearly-conformal nature of the
theory.

4. The chiral condensate anomalous dimension
Various techniques can be used to extract g⇤. The first method we show consists in revealing

an approximate value for the anomalous dimension using finite size scaling predictions. For a
conformal theory a spectral quantity mX of the system on a finite lattice of spatial extension L, as
L ! • and the combination Lm1/(1+g⇤)

PCAC is kept constant, obeys the asymptotic formula:

LmX = f

 
Lm

1
1+g⇤
PCAC

!
, (4.1)

for some unknown function f . If the system is in the scaling region, the equation above can be used
for determining g⇤. Hence, we plot on the same figure LmX as a function of Lm1/(1+g⇤)

PCAC for a fixed
value of g⇤ and for several ensembles. Next, we find the suitable value of g⇤ for which the data
points for different ensembles collapse on a universal curve. In Figure 3 we provide such plots for
m0� , with g⇤ = 0.9, 1.0 and 1.1, for three different lattice volumes. These plots are taken from a
sequence of plots for g⇤ = 0.1�2.0 with an increment of 0.1 and demonstrate that for g⇤ = 0.9�1.0
our results identify a universal curve. Hence, by inspection we would expect that the anomalous
dimension g⇤ would lie between 0.9 and 1.0.

5

• glueball ↔ fermion bilinear ops consistent



SU(3) Nf=12 flavor singlet scalar spectrum 
[LatKMI: PRL2013; Aoki&Ronaldi P]
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FIG. 3: Fermionic mσ and gluonic mG effective masses (re-
spectively from correlators in Eq. (4) and Eq. (5)) for L = 24
and mf = 0.06. The fitted masses are highlighted by dashed
and dotted-dashed lines for the gluonic correlators and dotted
lines for the fermionic one. Systematics effects on the gluonic
mass are not relevant given the larger statistical error.
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FIG. 4: The mass of the flavor–singlet scalar meson σ (see
Table I) compared to the mass of the pseudo–scalar π state
and the mass mG from gluonic operators. Errors are statis-
tical and systematics added in quadrature. The hyperscaling
curve is described in the text. The triangle and filleds square
symbols are slightly shifted for clarity.

each parameter. For mσ on the largest two volumes at
each mf , finite size effects are negligible in our statis-
tics. For a check of consistency with the hyperscaling of
mπ, we fit mσ on the largest volume data at each mf

using the hyperscaling form mσ = C(mf )1/1+γ with a
fixed γ = 0.414 estimated from mπ [10], which gives a
reasonable value of χ2/dof = 0.12. The fit is shown in
Fig.4. We remind here that the fitted data points have
mπL > 11.5, as can be checked from Table. I. We also es-
timate the ratio mσ/mπ at each parameter and report it
in Table I. All the ratios are smaller than unity by more
than one standard deviation including the systematic er-
ror, except the one atmf = 0.06 on L = 30, as previously
explained. A constant fit with the largest volume data at

each mf gives 0.86(3). These results are consistent with
the theory being infrared conformal. Moreover they do
not show an abnormal mf dependence of mσ similar to
the one observed in Ref. [23], by which an effect of an
unphysical phase boundary would have been suspected.

To summarize, we performed the first study of the
scalar flavor–singlet state in Nf = 12 QCD using
fermionic and gluonic interpolating operators. The most
striking feature of the measured scalar spectrum is the
appearance of a state lighter than the π state, as it is
shown in Fig. 4. Such a state appears both in gluonic
and fermionic correlators at small bare fermion mass.
Clear signals in our simulations were possible thanks to
the following salient features: 1. Small taste–symmetry
breaking, 2. Efficient noise–reduction methods, 3. Large
configuration ensembles, and 4. Slow damping of D(t)
thanks to small mσ.

We regard the light scalar state observed for Nf = 12
in this study, as a reflection of the dilatonic nature of the
conformal dynamics, since otherwise the p–wave bound
state (scalar) is expected to be heavier than the s–wave
one (pseudo–scalar). Thus, it is a promising signal for
a walking theory, where a similar conformal dynamics in
a wide infrared region should be operative in the chiral
limit to form a dilatonic state with mass of O(Fπ), in
such a way that the tiny spontaneous–breaking–scale Fπ

plays the role of mf (cfr. Ref. [11]).

While further investigation of the scalar state in Nf =
12 QCD, such as a possible lattice spacing dependence,
is important, the most pressing future direction is to
look at more viable candidates for walking technicolor
models. For example, it will be interesting to investi-
gate the scalar spectrum of the Nf = 8 SU(3) theory,
which was shown to be a good candidate for the walking
technicolor [11], where the scalar state could be identi-
fied with the technidilaton, a pseudo Nambu–Goldstone
boson coming from the dynamical breaking of conformal
symmetry. There actually exists an indication of such a
light scalar in Nf = 8 QCD [38].
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SU(3) Nf=12 flavor singlet scalar spectrum 
[LatKMI: PRL2013; Aoki&Ronaldi P]

• with very high statistics

• and a variance reduction

➡reasonable signal
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FIG. 3: Fermionic mσ and gluonic mG effective masses (re-
spectively from correlators in Eq. (4) and Eq. (5)) for L = 24
and mf = 0.06. The fitted masses are highlighted by dashed
and dotted-dashed lines for the gluonic correlators and dotted
lines for the fermionic one. Systematics effects on the gluonic
mass are not relevant given the larger statistical error.
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FIG. 4: The mass of the flavor–singlet scalar meson σ (see
Table I) compared to the mass of the pseudo–scalar π state
and the mass mG from gluonic operators. Errors are statis-
tical and systematics added in quadrature. The hyperscaling
curve is described in the text. The triangle and filleds square
symbols are slightly shifted for clarity.

each parameter. For mσ on the largest two volumes at
each mf , finite size effects are negligible in our statis-
tics. For a check of consistency with the hyperscaling of
mπ, we fit mσ on the largest volume data at each mf

using the hyperscaling form mσ = C(mf )1/1+γ with a
fixed γ = 0.414 estimated from mπ [10], which gives a
reasonable value of χ2/dof = 0.12. The fit is shown in
Fig.4. We remind here that the fitted data points have
mπL > 11.5, as can be checked from Table. I. We also es-
timate the ratio mσ/mπ at each parameter and report it
in Table I. All the ratios are smaller than unity by more
than one standard deviation including the systematic er-
ror, except the one atmf = 0.06 on L = 30, as previously
explained. A constant fit with the largest volume data at

each mf gives 0.86(3). These results are consistent with
the theory being infrared conformal. Moreover they do
not show an abnormal mf dependence of mσ similar to
the one observed in Ref. [23], by which an effect of an
unphysical phase boundary would have been suspected.

To summarize, we performed the first study of the
scalar flavor–singlet state in Nf = 12 QCD using
fermionic and gluonic interpolating operators. The most
striking feature of the measured scalar spectrum is the
appearance of a state lighter than the π state, as it is
shown in Fig. 4. Such a state appears both in gluonic
and fermionic correlators at small bare fermion mass.
Clear signals in our simulations were possible thanks to
the following salient features: 1. Small taste–symmetry
breaking, 2. Efficient noise–reduction methods, 3. Large
configuration ensembles, and 4. Slow damping of D(t)
thanks to small mσ.

We regard the light scalar state observed for Nf = 12
in this study, as a reflection of the dilatonic nature of the
conformal dynamics, since otherwise the p–wave bound
state (scalar) is expected to be heavier than the s–wave
one (pseudo–scalar). Thus, it is a promising signal for
a walking theory, where a similar conformal dynamics in
a wide infrared region should be operative in the chiral
limit to form a dilatonic state with mass of O(Fπ), in
such a way that the tiny spontaneous–breaking–scale Fπ

plays the role of mf (cfr. Ref. [11]).

While further investigation of the scalar state in Nf =
12 QCD, such as a possible lattice spacing dependence,
is important, the most pressing future direction is to
look at more viable candidates for walking technicolor
models. For example, it will be interesting to investi-
gate the scalar spectrum of the Nf = 8 SU(3) theory,
which was shown to be a good candidate for the walking
technicolor [11], where the scalar state could be identi-
fied with the technidilaton, a pseudo Nambu–Goldstone
boson coming from the dynamical breaking of conformal
symmetry. There actually exists an indication of such a
light scalar in Nf = 8 QCD [38].
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SU(3) Nf=12 flavor singlet scalar spectrum 
[LatKMI: PRL2013; Aoki&Ronaldi P]

• with very high statistics

• and a variance reduction

➡reasonable signal

✴π was lightest in QCD (Nf=2)
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FIG. 3: Fermionic mσ and gluonic mG effective masses (re-
spectively from correlators in Eq. (4) and Eq. (5)) for L = 24
and mf = 0.06. The fitted masses are highlighted by dashed
and dotted-dashed lines for the gluonic correlators and dotted
lines for the fermionic one. Systematics effects on the gluonic
mass are not relevant given the larger statistical error.
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FIG. 4: The mass of the flavor–singlet scalar meson σ (see
Table I) compared to the mass of the pseudo–scalar π state
and the mass mG from gluonic operators. Errors are statis-
tical and systematics added in quadrature. The hyperscaling
curve is described in the text. The triangle and filleds square
symbols are slightly shifted for clarity.

each parameter. For mσ on the largest two volumes at
each mf , finite size effects are negligible in our statis-
tics. For a check of consistency with the hyperscaling of
mπ, we fit mσ on the largest volume data at each mf

using the hyperscaling form mσ = C(mf )1/1+γ with a
fixed γ = 0.414 estimated from mπ [10], which gives a
reasonable value of χ2/dof = 0.12. The fit is shown in
Fig.4. We remind here that the fitted data points have
mπL > 11.5, as can be checked from Table. I. We also es-
timate the ratio mσ/mπ at each parameter and report it
in Table I. All the ratios are smaller than unity by more
than one standard deviation including the systematic er-
ror, except the one atmf = 0.06 on L = 30, as previously
explained. A constant fit with the largest volume data at

each mf gives 0.86(3). These results are consistent with
the theory being infrared conformal. Moreover they do
not show an abnormal mf dependence of mσ similar to
the one observed in Ref. [23], by which an effect of an
unphysical phase boundary would have been suspected.

To summarize, we performed the first study of the
scalar flavor–singlet state in Nf = 12 QCD using
fermionic and gluonic interpolating operators. The most
striking feature of the measured scalar spectrum is the
appearance of a state lighter than the π state, as it is
shown in Fig. 4. Such a state appears both in gluonic
and fermionic correlators at small bare fermion mass.
Clear signals in our simulations were possible thanks to
the following salient features: 1. Small taste–symmetry
breaking, 2. Efficient noise–reduction methods, 3. Large
configuration ensembles, and 4. Slow damping of D(t)
thanks to small mσ.

We regard the light scalar state observed for Nf = 12
in this study, as a reflection of the dilatonic nature of the
conformal dynamics, since otherwise the p–wave bound
state (scalar) is expected to be heavier than the s–wave
one (pseudo–scalar). Thus, it is a promising signal for
a walking theory, where a similar conformal dynamics in
a wide infrared region should be operative in the chiral
limit to form a dilatonic state with mass of O(Fπ), in
such a way that the tiny spontaneous–breaking–scale Fπ

plays the role of mf (cfr. Ref. [11]).

While further investigation of the scalar state in Nf =
12 QCD, such as a possible lattice spacing dependence,
is important, the most pressing future direction is to
look at more viable candidates for walking technicolor
models. For example, it will be interesting to investi-
gate the scalar spectrum of the Nf = 8 SU(3) theory,
which was shown to be a good candidate for the walking
technicolor [11], where the scalar state could be identi-
fied with the technidilaton, a pseudo Nambu–Goldstone
boson coming from the dynamical breaking of conformal
symmetry. There actually exists an indication of such a
light scalar in Nf = 8 QCD [38].
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SU(3) Nf=12 flavor singlet scalar spectrum 
[LatKMI: PRL2013; Aoki&Ronaldi P]

• with very high statistics

• and a variance reduction

➡reasonable signal

✴π was lightest in QCD (Nf=2)

• results by SCALAR Collab.
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SU(3) Nf=12 flavor singlet scalar spectrum 
[LatKMI: PRL2013; Aoki&Ronaldi P]

• with very high statistics

• and a variance reduction

➡reasonable signal

✴π was lightest in QCD (Nf=2)

• results by SCALAR Collab.

• σ is lightest for Nf=12 SU(3):
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FIG. 3: Fermionic mσ and gluonic mG effective masses (re-
spectively from correlators in Eq. (4) and Eq. (5)) for L = 24
and mf = 0.06. The fitted masses are highlighted by dashed
and dotted-dashed lines for the gluonic correlators and dotted
lines for the fermionic one. Systematics effects on the gluonic
mass are not relevant given the larger statistical error.
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FIG. 4: The mass of the flavor–singlet scalar meson σ (see
Table I) compared to the mass of the pseudo–scalar π state
and the mass mG from gluonic operators. Errors are statis-
tical and systematics added in quadrature. The hyperscaling
curve is described in the text. The triangle and filleds square
symbols are slightly shifted for clarity.

each parameter. For mσ on the largest two volumes at
each mf , finite size effects are negligible in our statis-
tics. For a check of consistency with the hyperscaling of
mπ, we fit mσ on the largest volume data at each mf

using the hyperscaling form mσ = C(mf )1/1+γ with a
fixed γ = 0.414 estimated from mπ [10], which gives a
reasonable value of χ2/dof = 0.12. The fit is shown in
Fig.4. We remind here that the fitted data points have
mπL > 11.5, as can be checked from Table. I. We also es-
timate the ratio mσ/mπ at each parameter and report it
in Table I. All the ratios are smaller than unity by more
than one standard deviation including the systematic er-
ror, except the one atmf = 0.06 on L = 30, as previously
explained. A constant fit with the largest volume data at

each mf gives 0.86(3). These results are consistent with
the theory being infrared conformal. Moreover they do
not show an abnormal mf dependence of mσ similar to
the one observed in Ref. [23], by which an effect of an
unphysical phase boundary would have been suspected.

To summarize, we performed the first study of the
scalar flavor–singlet state in Nf = 12 QCD using
fermionic and gluonic interpolating operators. The most
striking feature of the measured scalar spectrum is the
appearance of a state lighter than the π state, as it is
shown in Fig. 4. Such a state appears both in gluonic
and fermionic correlators at small bare fermion mass.
Clear signals in our simulations were possible thanks to
the following salient features: 1. Small taste–symmetry
breaking, 2. Efficient noise–reduction methods, 3. Large
configuration ensembles, and 4. Slow damping of D(t)
thanks to small mσ.

We regard the light scalar state observed for Nf = 12
in this study, as a reflection of the dilatonic nature of the
conformal dynamics, since otherwise the p–wave bound
state (scalar) is expected to be heavier than the s–wave
one (pseudo–scalar). Thus, it is a promising signal for
a walking theory, where a similar conformal dynamics in
a wide infrared region should be operative in the chiral
limit to form a dilatonic state with mass of O(Fπ), in
such a way that the tiny spontaneous–breaking–scale Fπ

plays the role of mf (cfr. Ref. [11]).

While further investigation of the scalar state in Nf =
12 QCD, such as a possible lattice spacing dependence,
is important, the most pressing future direction is to
look at more viable candidates for walking technicolor
models. For example, it will be interesting to investi-
gate the scalar spectrum of the Nf = 8 SU(3) theory,
which was shown to be a good candidate for the walking
technicolor [11], where the scalar state could be identi-
fied with the technidilaton, a pseudo Nambu–Goldstone
boson coming from the dynamical breaking of conformal
symmetry. There actually exists an indication of such a
light scalar in Nf = 8 QCD [38].
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SU(3) Nf=12 flavor singlet scalar spectrum 
[LatKMI: PRL2013; Aoki&Ronaldi P]

• with very high statistics

• and a variance reduction

➡reasonable signal

✴π was lightest in QCD (Nf=2)

• results by SCALAR Collab.

• σ is lightest for Nf=12 SU(3):

• 0++ glueball is lightest for SU(2) Nf=2 adjoint
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FIG. 3: Fermionic mσ and gluonic mG effective masses (re-
spectively from correlators in Eq. (4) and Eq. (5)) for L = 24
and mf = 0.06. The fitted masses are highlighted by dashed
and dotted-dashed lines for the gluonic correlators and dotted
lines for the fermionic one. Systematics effects on the gluonic
mass are not relevant given the larger statistical error.
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FIG. 4: The mass of the flavor–singlet scalar meson σ (see
Table I) compared to the mass of the pseudo–scalar π state
and the mass mG from gluonic operators. Errors are statis-
tical and systematics added in quadrature. The hyperscaling
curve is described in the text. The triangle and filleds square
symbols are slightly shifted for clarity.

each parameter. For mσ on the largest two volumes at
each mf , finite size effects are negligible in our statis-
tics. For a check of consistency with the hyperscaling of
mπ, we fit mσ on the largest volume data at each mf

using the hyperscaling form mσ = C(mf )1/1+γ with a
fixed γ = 0.414 estimated from mπ [10], which gives a
reasonable value of χ2/dof = 0.12. The fit is shown in
Fig.4. We remind here that the fitted data points have
mπL > 11.5, as can be checked from Table. I. We also es-
timate the ratio mσ/mπ at each parameter and report it
in Table I. All the ratios are smaller than unity by more
than one standard deviation including the systematic er-
ror, except the one atmf = 0.06 on L = 30, as previously
explained. A constant fit with the largest volume data at

each mf gives 0.86(3). These results are consistent with
the theory being infrared conformal. Moreover they do
not show an abnormal mf dependence of mσ similar to
the one observed in Ref. [23], by which an effect of an
unphysical phase boundary would have been suspected.

To summarize, we performed the first study of the
scalar flavor–singlet state in Nf = 12 QCD using
fermionic and gluonic interpolating operators. The most
striking feature of the measured scalar spectrum is the
appearance of a state lighter than the π state, as it is
shown in Fig. 4. Such a state appears both in gluonic
and fermionic correlators at small bare fermion mass.
Clear signals in our simulations were possible thanks to
the following salient features: 1. Small taste–symmetry
breaking, 2. Efficient noise–reduction methods, 3. Large
configuration ensembles, and 4. Slow damping of D(t)
thanks to small mσ.

We regard the light scalar state observed for Nf = 12
in this study, as a reflection of the dilatonic nature of the
conformal dynamics, since otherwise the p–wave bound
state (scalar) is expected to be heavier than the s–wave
one (pseudo–scalar). Thus, it is a promising signal for
a walking theory, where a similar conformal dynamics in
a wide infrared region should be operative in the chiral
limit to form a dilatonic state with mass of O(Fπ), in
such a way that the tiny spontaneous–breaking–scale Fπ

plays the role of mf (cfr. Ref. [11]).

While further investigation of the scalar state in Nf =
12 QCD, such as a possible lattice spacing dependence,
is important, the most pressing future direction is to
look at more viable candidates for walking technicolor
models. For example, it will be interesting to investi-
gate the scalar spectrum of the Nf = 8 SU(3) theory,
which was shown to be a good candidate for the walking
technicolor [11], where the scalar state could be identi-
fied with the technidilaton, a pseudo Nambu–Goldstone
boson coming from the dynamical breaking of conformal
symmetry. There actually exists an indication of such a
light scalar in Nf = 8 QCD [38].
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• with very high statistics

• and a variance reduction

➡reasonable signal

✴π was lightest in QCD (Nf=2)

• results by SCALAR Collab.

• σ is lightest for Nf=12 SU(3):

• 0++ glueball is lightest for SU(2) Nf=2 adjoint

• 0++ glueball/σ is lightest for SU(2) Nf=1 adjoint 
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FIG. 3: Fermionic mσ and gluonic mG effective masses (re-
spectively from correlators in Eq. (4) and Eq. (5)) for L = 24
and mf = 0.06. The fitted masses are highlighted by dashed
and dotted-dashed lines for the gluonic correlators and dotted
lines for the fermionic one. Systematics effects on the gluonic
mass are not relevant given the larger statistical error.
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FIG. 4: The mass of the flavor–singlet scalar meson σ (see
Table I) compared to the mass of the pseudo–scalar π state
and the mass mG from gluonic operators. Errors are statis-
tical and systematics added in quadrature. The hyperscaling
curve is described in the text. The triangle and filleds square
symbols are slightly shifted for clarity.

each parameter. For mσ on the largest two volumes at
each mf , finite size effects are negligible in our statis-
tics. For a check of consistency with the hyperscaling of
mπ, we fit mσ on the largest volume data at each mf

using the hyperscaling form mσ = C(mf )1/1+γ with a
fixed γ = 0.414 estimated from mπ [10], which gives a
reasonable value of χ2/dof = 0.12. The fit is shown in
Fig.4. We remind here that the fitted data points have
mπL > 11.5, as can be checked from Table. I. We also es-
timate the ratio mσ/mπ at each parameter and report it
in Table I. All the ratios are smaller than unity by more
than one standard deviation including the systematic er-
ror, except the one atmf = 0.06 on L = 30, as previously
explained. A constant fit with the largest volume data at

each mf gives 0.86(3). These results are consistent with
the theory being infrared conformal. Moreover they do
not show an abnormal mf dependence of mσ similar to
the one observed in Ref. [23], by which an effect of an
unphysical phase boundary would have been suspected.

To summarize, we performed the first study of the
scalar flavor–singlet state in Nf = 12 QCD using
fermionic and gluonic interpolating operators. The most
striking feature of the measured scalar spectrum is the
appearance of a state lighter than the π state, as it is
shown in Fig. 4. Such a state appears both in gluonic
and fermionic correlators at small bare fermion mass.
Clear signals in our simulations were possible thanks to
the following salient features: 1. Small taste–symmetry
breaking, 2. Efficient noise–reduction methods, 3. Large
configuration ensembles, and 4. Slow damping of D(t)
thanks to small mσ.

We regard the light scalar state observed for Nf = 12
in this study, as a reflection of the dilatonic nature of the
conformal dynamics, since otherwise the p–wave bound
state (scalar) is expected to be heavier than the s–wave
one (pseudo–scalar). Thus, it is a promising signal for
a walking theory, where a similar conformal dynamics in
a wide infrared region should be operative in the chiral
limit to form a dilatonic state with mass of O(Fπ), in
such a way that the tiny spontaneous–breaking–scale Fπ

plays the role of mf (cfr. Ref. [11]).

While further investigation of the scalar state in Nf =
12 QCD, such as a possible lattice spacing dependence,
is important, the most pressing future direction is to
look at more viable candidates for walking technicolor
models. For example, it will be interesting to investi-
gate the scalar spectrum of the Nf = 8 SU(3) theory,
which was shown to be a good candidate for the walking
technicolor [11], where the scalar state could be identi-
fied with the technidilaton, a pseudo Nambu–Goldstone
boson coming from the dynamical breaking of conformal
symmetry. There actually exists an indication of such a
light scalar in Nf = 8 QCD [38].
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SU(3) Nf=12 flavor singlet scalar spectrum 
[LatKMI: PRL2013; Aoki&Ronaldi P]

• with very high statistics

• and a variance reduction

➡reasonable signal

✴π was lightest in QCD (Nf=2)

• results by SCALAR Collab.

• σ is lightest for Nf=12 SU(3):

• 0++ glueball is lightest for SU(2) Nf=2 adjoint

• 0++ glueball/σ is lightest for SU(2) Nf=1 adjoint 

• hint of possible light composite Higgs in near conformal theories for SU(3)
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FIG. 3: Fermionic mσ and gluonic mG effective masses (re-
spectively from correlators in Eq. (4) and Eq. (5)) for L = 24
and mf = 0.06. The fitted masses are highlighted by dashed
and dotted-dashed lines for the gluonic correlators and dotted
lines for the fermionic one. Systematics effects on the gluonic
mass are not relevant given the larger statistical error.
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FIG. 4: The mass of the flavor–singlet scalar meson σ (see
Table I) compared to the mass of the pseudo–scalar π state
and the mass mG from gluonic operators. Errors are statis-
tical and systematics added in quadrature. The hyperscaling
curve is described in the text. The triangle and filleds square
symbols are slightly shifted for clarity.

each parameter. For mσ on the largest two volumes at
each mf , finite size effects are negligible in our statis-
tics. For a check of consistency with the hyperscaling of
mπ, we fit mσ on the largest volume data at each mf

using the hyperscaling form mσ = C(mf )1/1+γ with a
fixed γ = 0.414 estimated from mπ [10], which gives a
reasonable value of χ2/dof = 0.12. The fit is shown in
Fig.4. We remind here that the fitted data points have
mπL > 11.5, as can be checked from Table. I. We also es-
timate the ratio mσ/mπ at each parameter and report it
in Table I. All the ratios are smaller than unity by more
than one standard deviation including the systematic er-
ror, except the one atmf = 0.06 on L = 30, as previously
explained. A constant fit with the largest volume data at

each mf gives 0.86(3). These results are consistent with
the theory being infrared conformal. Moreover they do
not show an abnormal mf dependence of mσ similar to
the one observed in Ref. [23], by which an effect of an
unphysical phase boundary would have been suspected.

To summarize, we performed the first study of the
scalar flavor–singlet state in Nf = 12 QCD using
fermionic and gluonic interpolating operators. The most
striking feature of the measured scalar spectrum is the
appearance of a state lighter than the π state, as it is
shown in Fig. 4. Such a state appears both in gluonic
and fermionic correlators at small bare fermion mass.
Clear signals in our simulations were possible thanks to
the following salient features: 1. Small taste–symmetry
breaking, 2. Efficient noise–reduction methods, 3. Large
configuration ensembles, and 4. Slow damping of D(t)
thanks to small mσ.

We regard the light scalar state observed for Nf = 12
in this study, as a reflection of the dilatonic nature of the
conformal dynamics, since otherwise the p–wave bound
state (scalar) is expected to be heavier than the s–wave
one (pseudo–scalar). Thus, it is a promising signal for
a walking theory, where a similar conformal dynamics in
a wide infrared region should be operative in the chiral
limit to form a dilatonic state with mass of O(Fπ), in
such a way that the tiny spontaneous–breaking–scale Fπ

plays the role of mf (cfr. Ref. [11]).

While further investigation of the scalar state in Nf =
12 QCD, such as a possible lattice spacing dependence,
is important, the most pressing future direction is to
look at more viable candidates for walking technicolor
models. For example, it will be interesting to investi-
gate the scalar spectrum of the Nf = 8 SU(3) theory,
which was shown to be a good candidate for the walking
technicolor [11], where the scalar state could be identi-
fied with the technidilaton, a pseudo Nambu–Goldstone
boson coming from the dynamical breaking of conformal
symmetry. There actually exists an indication of such a
light scalar in Nf = 8 QCD [38].
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SU(3) Nf=12 flavor singlet scalar spectrum 
LatKMI↔LSD  [Kuti Lattice 2013]

• LatKMI: HISQ


• LSD: stout staggered


• consistent spectrum

The Higgs particle and the lattice

ported at the conference [63, 64]. A distinct additional feature of the LatKMI results is the emer-
gence of a low-lying scalar glueball [64]. Independently, results of the LatHC group were posted in
the USQCD BSM white paper submitted to the DOE around the same time [141]. The pilot study
of the LatHC group mostly focused on testing the platform of the methodolgy with primary interest
in the sextet model [77]. The two groups use similar but not identical technologies with results
which match reasonably well, as shown in Figure 12 for the Nf=12 model.
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Figure 12: Tests of the light scalar in the model with Nf = 12 flavors in the SU(3) representation from the LatKMI
group and the LatHC group. The tree-level Symanzik-improved gauge action with staggered fermions is used and the
HMC algorithm is employed [140, 141]. On the left panel, at gauge cooupling b = 2.20 and fermion mass am = 0.025,
results from 200 gauge configurations is shown from the LatHC group [141]. A typical non-singlet correlator (red points)
has a non-oscillating contribution from the iso-vector a0 scalar (fitted as blue curve) and an oscillating contribution from
the parity partner psc (fitted as magenta curve). The red curve is the combination of the two fits. The panel in the
middle shows a typical singlet correlator with non-oscillating contribution from the iso-singlet f0 scalar state (fitted as
blue curve). The oscillating contribution hSC is not detectable within statistical fluctuation. On the right panel, matching
results are shown from the latKMI collaboration [140] with comparable accuracy to the results of the LatHC group. The
magenta curve indicates the mp position, for comparison.

A staggered operator which creates a state that lies in the spin-taste representation GS ⌦ GT

also couples to one lying in the g4g5GS ⌦ g4g5GT representation. Thus a staggered meson correlator
has the general form

C(t) = Â
n

⇥
Ane�mn(GS⌦GT)t +(�1)tBne�mn(g4g5GS⌦g4g5GT)t⇤

with oscillating contributions from parity partner states. For the scalar meson (GS ⌦ GT = 1 ⌦ 1),
the parity partner is g4g5 ⌦ g4g5 which corresponds to one of the pseudo-scalars in the analysis. For
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Figure 13: The flavor-singlet scalar mass ms is shown for Nf=8 as a function of mf in several lattice volumes [65].
For comparison, the masses mp and mr are also shown from [142].

flavor singlet mesons, the correlator is of the form C(t) = Cconn(t)+Cdisc(t) where Cconn(t) is the
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SU(3) Nf=8 flavor singlet scalar spectrum 
[LatKMI: PRD2014; Nagai 9C]

• very high statistics ~ 10,000 configurations


• with variance reduction method


• example of effective mass

2

mf L3
× T Ncf [Nst] mσ mπ Fπ

0.015 363×48 3200[2] 0.155(21)( 0
41) 0.1861(4)∗ 0.0503(2)∗

0.02 363×48 5000[1] 0.190(17)(390) 0.2205(3)∗ 0.0585(1)∗

0.02 303×40 8000[1] 0.201(21)( 0
60) 0.2227(9) 0.0578(2)

0.03 303×40 16500[1] 0.282(27)(240) 0.2812(2)∗ 0.07140(9)∗

0.03 243×32 36000[2] 0.276(15)(60) 0.2832(14) 0.0715(4)

0.04 303×40 12900[3] 0.365(43)(170) 0.3349(3)∗ 0.0826(1)∗

0.04 243×32 50000[2] 0.322(19)(80) 0.3353(7) 0.0823(2)

0.04 183×24 9000[1] 0.228(30)( 0
16) 0.3421(29) 0.0823(5)

0.06 243×32 18000[1] 0.46(7)(120) 0.4295(6) 0.1012(3)

0.06 183×24 9000[1] 0.386(77)(120) 0.4317(15) 0.0999(5)

TABLE I: Simulation parameters for Nf = 8 QCD at β = 3.8.
Ncf(Nst) is the total number of gauge configurations (Markov
chain streams). The second error of mσ is a systematic error
coming from the fit range. The values for mπ and Fπ are from
Ref. [10], but the ones with (∗) have been updated.

L = 18, 24, 30, and 36, with fixed aspect ratio T/L = 4/3,
to check for finite size effects on mσ. All the simulation
parameters are tabulated in Table I. In this Letter all
dimensionful quantities are expressed in lattice units.
We generate between 6400 and 100000 trajectories de-

pending on the simulation parameters with the standard
hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm using the MILC code ver-
sion 7 [21] with some modifications to suit our needs,
such as Hasenbusch mass preconditioning [22] to reduce
the computational cost. For the thermalization we dis-
card more than 2000 trajectories. In some parameters
we make several Markov chain streams to collect ther-
malized configurations more efficiently. The total num-
bers of configurations and Markov chain streams are tab-
ulated in Table I. For the measurement of the flavor-
singlet scalar mass we use interpolating operators of the
fermionic bilinear with the appropriate quantum num-
bers, JPC = 0++. In this measurement we use the MILC
code [21] and exploit GPGPU acceleration thanks to the
QUDA library [23]. The measurements are performed ev-
ery 2 trajectories. The vacuum-subtracted disconnected
correlator has large statistical noise; however, it is es-
sential to obtain mσ. For the noise reduction, as in the
Nf = 12 QCD calculation [11], we utilize a method [24]
based on the axial Ward-Takahashi identity [25], which
has been employed in the literature [24–27]. We use 64
random sources spread in spacetime and color spaces for
this noise-reduction method. The statistical errors are
estimated by the jackknife method, with a bin size of
200 trajectories.
Since we employ the same fermion bilinear operator as

in Nf = 12 QCD [11], in this Letter we describe it briefly.
We use the local fermionic bilinear operator of the (1⊗1)
staggered spin-taste structure defined as

OS(t) =
2

∑

i=1

∑

x⃗

χi(x⃗, t)χi(x⃗, t), (1)

where the index i runs through different staggered
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FIG. 1: Effective scalar mass mσ from correlators in Eq. (2),
with the projection explained in the text, and in Eq. (4) for
L = 36 and mf = 0.015. The solid and dashed lines highlight
the fit results for mσ with statistical error band. The dashed-
dotted line represents mπ. Effective mass of the projected
connected correlator in Eq. (3) is also plotted.

fermion species. The correlator of the operator is given
by the connected C(t) and also vacuum-subtracted dis-
connectedD(t) correlators, ⟨OS(t)O†

S(0)⟩ = 2D(t)−C(t),
where the factor in front of D(t) comes from the number
of species. Due to the staggered fermion symmetry, at
large time, the correlator has two contributions from σ
and also its parity partner, which is a flavor non-singlet
(taste non-singlet but species-singlet) pseudoscalar (πSC)

2D(t)− C(t) = Aσ(t) + (−1)tAπ
SC
(t), (2)

where AH(t) = AH(e−mHt+e−mH(T−t)), with mH being
the mass of state H . Since −C(t) can be regarded as a
flavor non-singlet scalar correlator, it should have contri-
butions from the non-singlet scalar (a0), and its staggered
parity partner, which is another flavor non-singlet (taste
non-singlet and species non-singlet) pseudoscalar (πSC).
When t is large, we can write

− C(t) = Aa0
(t) + (−1)tAπSC

(t). (3)

From Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), at large time 2D(t) can be
written as

2D(t) = Aσ(t)−Aa0
(t)+ (−1)t(AπSC

(t)−Aπ
SC
(t)). (4)

If the flavor symmetry is exact, all the flavor non-singlet
pseudoscalars, πSC, πSC, and also the NG π, are degen-
erate. Furthermore, in the flavor symmetric limit, their
amplitudes in Eq. (4) also coincide, so that AπSC

(t) =
Aπ

SC
(t) in this limit.

After applying the positive parity projection, C+(t) =
2C(t)+C(t+1)+C(t− 1) at even t to minimize Aπ

SC
(t)

in Eq. (2), we evaluate the effective mass of the pro-
jected correlator 2D+(t) − C+(t). Figure 1 shows that
the effective mass at large t is almost equal to mπ, al-
though the error is large. We also plot the effective mass
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error is large. We also plot the effective mass of 2D(t)
without the projection, which does not have an oscillating
behavior. This means that the flavor symmetry breaking
between AπSC

(t) and Aπ
SC
(t) in Eq. (4) is small. The

effective mass plateau of 2D(t) is statistically consistent
with the one of 2D+(t)−C+(t) in the large time region.
Note that effective mass of −C+(t) is always larger than
the one of 2D(t) in our simulations, as shown in Fig. 1.
Since the plateau of 2D(t) appears at earlier time with
smaller error than the one of 2D+(t)−C+(t), we choose
2D(t) to extract mσ in all the parameters. The earlier
plateau suggests that the contribution of a0 tends to can-
cel with that from excited flavor-singlet scalar states in
2D(t). It should be noted that, because of the small mσ,
comparable to mπ, the exponential damping of D(t) is
slow, and this helps preventing a rapid degradation of
the signal-to-noise ratio.

We fit 2D(t) in the region t = 6–11 by a single cosh
form assuming only σ propagating in this region to obtain
mσ for all the parameters. The fit result on L = 36 at
mf = 0.015 is shown in Fig. 1. In this parameter it
is possible to fit 2D(t) with a longer fit range, while in
some parameters the effective mass of 2D(t) in the large
time region is unstable with large error in the current
statistics. Thus, we choose this fixed fit range in all the
parameters. In order to estimate the systematic error
coming from the fixed fit range, we carry out another fit
in a region at larger t than the fixed one, with the same
number of data points. An example of this fit is shown in
Fig. 1. We quote the difference between the two central
values as the systematic error.

The values of mσ and also mπ for all the parame-
ters are summarized in Table I. Figure 2 presents mσ

as function of mf together with mπ. These are our main
results. The data on the largest two volumes at each
mf , except for mf = 0.015, agree with each other, and
suggest that finite size effects are negligible in our statis-
tics. We find a clear signal that σ is as light as π for
all the fermion masses we simulate. This property is
distinctly different from the one in usual QCD, where
mσ is clearly larger than mπ [28, 29], while it is simi-
lar to the one in Nf = 12 QCD observed in our previous
study [11]. Thus, this might be regarded as a reflection of
the approximate scale symmetry in this theory, no mat-
ter whether the main scale symmetry breaking in the far
infrared comes from mf or mD, as we noted before. The
figure also shows that our simulation region is far from
heavy-fermion limit, because the vector meson mass ob-
tained from the (γiγ4⊗ξiξ4) operator, denoted by ρ(PV),
is clearly larger than mπ.

Although the accuracy of our data is not enough to
make a clear conclusion for a chiral extrapolation, we
shall report some results below. While in the previous
paper [10] we found that the data for mπ and Fπ, π de-
cay constant at each mf , are consistent with chiral per-
turbation theory (ChPT) in the region mf ≤ 0.04, the
updated data [30], tabulated in Table I, show consistency
with ChPT in a somewhat smaller region mf ≤ 0.03.
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FIG. 2: Mass of the flavor-singlet scalar mσ compared to the
mass of NG pion mπ as a function of the fermion mass mf .
Outer error represents the statistical and systematic uncer-
tainties added in quadrature, while inner error is only statis-
tical. Square symbols are slightly shifted for clarity. Mass of
vector meson with one standard deviation is expressed by full
boxes.

Thus, we shall use the lightest three data with the small-
est error at each mf , i.e., the two data on L = 36 and
the lightest data on L = 24, in the following analyses.
The validity of ChPT is intact even when the light

σ comparable with π is involved in the chirally broken
phase: the systematic power counting rule as a general-
ization of ChPT including σ as a dilaton was established
in Ref. [31] (“dilaton ChPT (DChPT)”) including com-
putation of the chiral log effects. At the leading order
we have m2

π = 4mf⟨ψ̄ψ⟩/F 2 (Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner
relation) and

m2
σ = d0 + d1m

2
π , (5)

where d0 = m2
σ|mf=0 and d1 = (3 − γm)(1 + γm)/4 ·

(NfF 2)/F 2
σ , with γm being mass anomalous dimension in

the walking region, F and Fσ being the decay constants
of π and σ, respectively, in the chiral limit. (F/

√
2 corre-

sponds to 93 MeV for the usual QCD π.) In the following
fit, we ignore higher order terms including chiral log. We
plot m2

σ as a function of m2
π in Fig. 3. The extrapolation

to the chiral limit based on Eq. (5) gives a reasonable
χ2/d.o.f. = 0.27, with a tiny value in the chiral limit,
d0 = −0.019(13)( 3

20) where the first and second errors
are statistical and systematic, respectively. It agrees with
zero with 1.4 standard deviation and shows a consistency
with the NG nature of σ. The fit without the lightest
point (with single volume) gives a consistent result, show-
ing that finite size effects are not statistically relevant.
Although errors are large at this moment, it is very en-
couraging for obtaining a light technidilaton to be identi-
fied with a composite Higgs with mass 125 GeV, with the
value very close to F/

√
2 ≃ 123 GeV of the one-family

model with 4 weak-doublets, i.e., Nf = 8. The value
of F from our data is estimated as F = 0.0202(13)(5467),
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error is large. We also plot the effective mass of 2D(t)
without the projection, which does not have an oscillating
behavior. This means that the flavor symmetry breaking
between AπSC

(t) and Aπ
SC
(t) in Eq. (4) is small. The

effective mass plateau of 2D(t) is statistically consistent
with the one of 2D+(t)−C+(t) in the large time region.
Note that effective mass of −C+(t) is always larger than
the one of 2D(t) in our simulations, as shown in Fig. 1.
Since the plateau of 2D(t) appears at earlier time with
smaller error than the one of 2D+(t)−C+(t), we choose
2D(t) to extract mσ in all the parameters. The earlier
plateau suggests that the contribution of a0 tends to can-
cel with that from excited flavor-singlet scalar states in
2D(t). It should be noted that, because of the small mσ,
comparable to mπ, the exponential damping of D(t) is
slow, and this helps preventing a rapid degradation of
the signal-to-noise ratio.

We fit 2D(t) in the region t = 6–11 by a single cosh
form assuming only σ propagating in this region to obtain
mσ for all the parameters. The fit result on L = 36 at
mf = 0.015 is shown in Fig. 1. In this parameter it
is possible to fit 2D(t) with a longer fit range, while in
some parameters the effective mass of 2D(t) in the large
time region is unstable with large error in the current
statistics. Thus, we choose this fixed fit range in all the
parameters. In order to estimate the systematic error
coming from the fixed fit range, we carry out another fit
in a region at larger t than the fixed one, with the same
number of data points. An example of this fit is shown in
Fig. 1. We quote the difference between the two central
values as the systematic error.

The values of mσ and also mπ for all the parame-
ters are summarized in Table I. Figure 2 presents mσ

as function of mf together with mπ. These are our main
results. The data on the largest two volumes at each
mf , except for mf = 0.015, agree with each other, and
suggest that finite size effects are negligible in our statis-
tics. We find a clear signal that σ is as light as π for
all the fermion masses we simulate. This property is
distinctly different from the one in usual QCD, where
mσ is clearly larger than mπ [28, 29], while it is simi-
lar to the one in Nf = 12 QCD observed in our previous
study [11]. Thus, this might be regarded as a reflection of
the approximate scale symmetry in this theory, no mat-
ter whether the main scale symmetry breaking in the far
infrared comes from mf or mD, as we noted before. The
figure also shows that our simulation region is far from
heavy-fermion limit, because the vector meson mass ob-
tained from the (γiγ4⊗ξiξ4) operator, denoted by ρ(PV),
is clearly larger than mπ.

Although the accuracy of our data is not enough to
make a clear conclusion for a chiral extrapolation, we
shall report some results below. While in the previous
paper [10] we found that the data for mπ and Fπ, π de-
cay constant at each mf , are consistent with chiral per-
turbation theory (ChPT) in the region mf ≤ 0.04, the
updated data [30], tabulated in Table I, show consistency
with ChPT in a somewhat smaller region mf ≤ 0.03.
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FIG. 2: Mass of the flavor-singlet scalar mσ compared to the
mass of NG pion mπ as a function of the fermion mass mf .
Outer error represents the statistical and systematic uncer-
tainties added in quadrature, while inner error is only statis-
tical. Square symbols are slightly shifted for clarity. Mass of
vector meson with one standard deviation is expressed by full
boxes.

Thus, we shall use the lightest three data with the small-
est error at each mf , i.e., the two data on L = 36 and
the lightest data on L = 24, in the following analyses.
The validity of ChPT is intact even when the light

σ comparable with π is involved in the chirally broken
phase: the systematic power counting rule as a general-
ization of ChPT including σ as a dilaton was established
in Ref. [31] (“dilaton ChPT (DChPT)”) including com-
putation of the chiral log effects. At the leading order
we have m2

π = 4mf⟨ψ̄ψ⟩/F 2 (Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner
relation) and

m2
σ = d0 + d1m

2
π , (5)

where d0 = m2
σ|mf=0 and d1 = (3 − γm)(1 + γm)/4 ·

(NfF 2)/F 2
σ , with γm being mass anomalous dimension in

the walking region, F and Fσ being the decay constants
of π and σ, respectively, in the chiral limit. (F/

√
2 corre-

sponds to 93 MeV for the usual QCD π.) In the following
fit, we ignore higher order terms including chiral log. We
plot m2

σ as a function of m2
π in Fig. 3. The extrapolation

to the chiral limit based on Eq. (5) gives a reasonable
χ2/d.o.f. = 0.27, with a tiny value in the chiral limit,
d0 = −0.019(13)( 3

20) where the first and second errors
are statistical and systematic, respectively. It agrees with
zero with 1.4 standard deviation and shows a consistency
with the NG nature of σ. The fit without the lightest
point (with single volume) gives a consistent result, show-
ing that finite size effects are not statistically relevant.
Although errors are large at this moment, it is very en-
couraging for obtaining a light technidilaton to be identi-
fied with a composite Higgs with mass 125 GeV, with the
value very close to F/

√
2 ≃ 123 GeV of the one-family

model with 4 weak-doublets, i.e., Nf = 8. The value
of F from our data is estimated as F = 0.0202(13)(5467),
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error is large. We also plot the effective mass of 2D(t)
without the projection, which does not have an oscillating
behavior. This means that the flavor symmetry breaking
between AπSC

(t) and Aπ
SC
(t) in Eq. (4) is small. The

effective mass plateau of 2D(t) is statistically consistent
with the one of 2D+(t)−C+(t) in the large time region.
Note that effective mass of −C+(t) is always larger than
the one of 2D(t) in our simulations, as shown in Fig. 1.
Since the plateau of 2D(t) appears at earlier time with
smaller error than the one of 2D+(t)−C+(t), we choose
2D(t) to extract mσ in all the parameters. The earlier
plateau suggests that the contribution of a0 tends to can-
cel with that from excited flavor-singlet scalar states in
2D(t). It should be noted that, because of the small mσ,
comparable to mπ, the exponential damping of D(t) is
slow, and this helps preventing a rapid degradation of
the signal-to-noise ratio.

We fit 2D(t) in the region t = 6–11 by a single cosh
form assuming only σ propagating in this region to obtain
mσ for all the parameters. The fit result on L = 36 at
mf = 0.015 is shown in Fig. 1. In this parameter it
is possible to fit 2D(t) with a longer fit range, while in
some parameters the effective mass of 2D(t) in the large
time region is unstable with large error in the current
statistics. Thus, we choose this fixed fit range in all the
parameters. In order to estimate the systematic error
coming from the fixed fit range, we carry out another fit
in a region at larger t than the fixed one, with the same
number of data points. An example of this fit is shown in
Fig. 1. We quote the difference between the two central
values as the systematic error.

The values of mσ and also mπ for all the parame-
ters are summarized in Table I. Figure 2 presents mσ

as function of mf together with mπ. These are our main
results. The data on the largest two volumes at each
mf , except for mf = 0.015, agree with each other, and
suggest that finite size effects are negligible in our statis-
tics. We find a clear signal that σ is as light as π for
all the fermion masses we simulate. This property is
distinctly different from the one in usual QCD, where
mσ is clearly larger than mπ [28, 29], while it is simi-
lar to the one in Nf = 12 QCD observed in our previous
study [11]. Thus, this might be regarded as a reflection of
the approximate scale symmetry in this theory, no mat-
ter whether the main scale symmetry breaking in the far
infrared comes from mf or mD, as we noted before. The
figure also shows that our simulation region is far from
heavy-fermion limit, because the vector meson mass ob-
tained from the (γiγ4⊗ξiξ4) operator, denoted by ρ(PV),
is clearly larger than mπ.

Although the accuracy of our data is not enough to
make a clear conclusion for a chiral extrapolation, we
shall report some results below. While in the previous
paper [10] we found that the data for mπ and Fπ, π de-
cay constant at each mf , are consistent with chiral per-
turbation theory (ChPT) in the region mf ≤ 0.04, the
updated data [30], tabulated in Table I, show consistency
with ChPT in a somewhat smaller region mf ≤ 0.03.
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FIG. 2: Mass of the flavor-singlet scalar mσ compared to the
mass of NG pion mπ as a function of the fermion mass mf .
Outer error represents the statistical and systematic uncer-
tainties added in quadrature, while inner error is only statis-
tical. Square symbols are slightly shifted for clarity. Mass of
vector meson with one standard deviation is expressed by full
boxes.

Thus, we shall use the lightest three data with the small-
est error at each mf , i.e., the two data on L = 36 and
the lightest data on L = 24, in the following analyses.
The validity of ChPT is intact even when the light

σ comparable with π is involved in the chirally broken
phase: the systematic power counting rule as a general-
ization of ChPT including σ as a dilaton was established
in Ref. [31] (“dilaton ChPT (DChPT)”) including com-
putation of the chiral log effects. At the leading order
we have m2

π = 4mf⟨ψ̄ψ⟩/F 2 (Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner
relation) and

m2
σ = d0 + d1m

2
π , (5)

where d0 = m2
σ|mf=0 and d1 = (3 − γm)(1 + γm)/4 ·

(NfF 2)/F 2
σ , with γm being mass anomalous dimension in

the walking region, F and Fσ being the decay constants
of π and σ, respectively, in the chiral limit. (F/

√
2 corre-

sponds to 93 MeV for the usual QCD π.) In the following
fit, we ignore higher order terms including chiral log. We
plot m2

σ as a function of m2
π in Fig. 3. The extrapolation

to the chiral limit based on Eq. (5) gives a reasonable
χ2/d.o.f. = 0.27, with a tiny value in the chiral limit,
d0 = −0.019(13)( 3

20) where the first and second errors
are statistical and systematic, respectively. It agrees with
zero with 1.4 standard deviation and shows a consistency
with the NG nature of σ. The fit without the lightest
point (with single volume) gives a consistent result, show-
ing that finite size effects are not statistically relevant.
Although errors are large at this moment, it is very en-
couraging for obtaining a light technidilaton to be identi-
fied with a composite Higgs with mass 125 GeV, with the
value very close to F/

√
2 ≃ 123 GeV of the one-family

model with 4 weak-doublets, i.e., Nf = 8. The value
of F from our data is estimated as F = 0.0202(13)(5467),
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error is large. We also plot the effective mass of 2D(t)
without the projection, which does not have an oscillating
behavior. This means that the flavor symmetry breaking
between AπSC

(t) and Aπ
SC
(t) in Eq. (4) is small. The

effective mass plateau of 2D(t) is statistically consistent
with the one of 2D+(t)−C+(t) in the large time region.
Note that effective mass of −C+(t) is always larger than
the one of 2D(t) in our simulations, as shown in Fig. 1.
Since the plateau of 2D(t) appears at earlier time with
smaller error than the one of 2D+(t)−C+(t), we choose
2D(t) to extract mσ in all the parameters. The earlier
plateau suggests that the contribution of a0 tends to can-
cel with that from excited flavor-singlet scalar states in
2D(t). It should be noted that, because of the small mσ,
comparable to mπ, the exponential damping of D(t) is
slow, and this helps preventing a rapid degradation of
the signal-to-noise ratio.

We fit 2D(t) in the region t = 6–11 by a single cosh
form assuming only σ propagating in this region to obtain
mσ for all the parameters. The fit result on L = 36 at
mf = 0.015 is shown in Fig. 1. In this parameter it
is possible to fit 2D(t) with a longer fit range, while in
some parameters the effective mass of 2D(t) in the large
time region is unstable with large error in the current
statistics. Thus, we choose this fixed fit range in all the
parameters. In order to estimate the systematic error
coming from the fixed fit range, we carry out another fit
in a region at larger t than the fixed one, with the same
number of data points. An example of this fit is shown in
Fig. 1. We quote the difference between the two central
values as the systematic error.

The values of mσ and also mπ for all the parame-
ters are summarized in Table I. Figure 2 presents mσ

as function of mf together with mπ. These are our main
results. The data on the largest two volumes at each
mf , except for mf = 0.015, agree with each other, and
suggest that finite size effects are negligible in our statis-
tics. We find a clear signal that σ is as light as π for
all the fermion masses we simulate. This property is
distinctly different from the one in usual QCD, where
mσ is clearly larger than mπ [28, 29], while it is simi-
lar to the one in Nf = 12 QCD observed in our previous
study [11]. Thus, this might be regarded as a reflection of
the approximate scale symmetry in this theory, no mat-
ter whether the main scale symmetry breaking in the far
infrared comes from mf or mD, as we noted before. The
figure also shows that our simulation region is far from
heavy-fermion limit, because the vector meson mass ob-
tained from the (γiγ4⊗ξiξ4) operator, denoted by ρ(PV),
is clearly larger than mπ.

Although the accuracy of our data is not enough to
make a clear conclusion for a chiral extrapolation, we
shall report some results below. While in the previous
paper [10] we found that the data for mπ and Fπ, π de-
cay constant at each mf , are consistent with chiral per-
turbation theory (ChPT) in the region mf ≤ 0.04, the
updated data [30], tabulated in Table I, show consistency
with ChPT in a somewhat smaller region mf ≤ 0.03.
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FIG. 2: Mass of the flavor-singlet scalar mσ compared to the
mass of NG pion mπ as a function of the fermion mass mf .
Outer error represents the statistical and systematic uncer-
tainties added in quadrature, while inner error is only statis-
tical. Square symbols are slightly shifted for clarity. Mass of
vector meson with one standard deviation is expressed by full
boxes.

Thus, we shall use the lightest three data with the small-
est error at each mf , i.e., the two data on L = 36 and
the lightest data on L = 24, in the following analyses.
The validity of ChPT is intact even when the light

σ comparable with π is involved in the chirally broken
phase: the systematic power counting rule as a general-
ization of ChPT including σ as a dilaton was established
in Ref. [31] (“dilaton ChPT (DChPT)”) including com-
putation of the chiral log effects. At the leading order
we have m2

π = 4mf⟨ψ̄ψ⟩/F 2 (Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner
relation) and

m2
σ = d0 + d1m

2
π , (5)

where d0 = m2
σ|mf=0 and d1 = (3 − γm)(1 + γm)/4 ·

(NfF 2)/F 2
σ , with γm being mass anomalous dimension in

the walking region, F and Fσ being the decay constants
of π and σ, respectively, in the chiral limit. (F/

√
2 corre-

sponds to 93 MeV for the usual QCD π.) In the following
fit, we ignore higher order terms including chiral log. We
plot m2

σ as a function of m2
π in Fig. 3. The extrapolation

to the chiral limit based on Eq. (5) gives a reasonable
χ2/d.o.f. = 0.27, with a tiny value in the chiral limit,
d0 = −0.019(13)( 3

20) where the first and second errors
are statistical and systematic, respectively. It agrees with
zero with 1.4 standard deviation and shows a consistency
with the NG nature of σ. The fit without the lightest
point (with single volume) gives a consistent result, show-
ing that finite size effects are not statistically relevant.
Although errors are large at this moment, it is very en-
couraging for obtaining a light technidilaton to be identi-
fied with a composite Higgs with mass 125 GeV, with the
value very close to F/

√
2 ≃ 123 GeV of the one-family

model with 4 weak-doublets, i.e., Nf = 8. The value
of F from our data is estimated as F = 0.0202(13)(5467),
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error is large. We also plot the effective mass of 2D(t)
without the projection, which does not have an oscillating
behavior. This means that the flavor symmetry breaking
between AπSC

(t) and Aπ
SC
(t) in Eq. (4) is small. The

effective mass plateau of 2D(t) is statistically consistent
with the one of 2D+(t)−C+(t) in the large time region.
Note that effective mass of −C+(t) is always larger than
the one of 2D(t) in our simulations, as shown in Fig. 1.
Since the plateau of 2D(t) appears at earlier time with
smaller error than the one of 2D+(t)−C+(t), we choose
2D(t) to extract mσ in all the parameters. The earlier
plateau suggests that the contribution of a0 tends to can-
cel with that from excited flavor-singlet scalar states in
2D(t). It should be noted that, because of the small mσ,
comparable to mπ, the exponential damping of D(t) is
slow, and this helps preventing a rapid degradation of
the signal-to-noise ratio.

We fit 2D(t) in the region t = 6–11 by a single cosh
form assuming only σ propagating in this region to obtain
mσ for all the parameters. The fit result on L = 36 at
mf = 0.015 is shown in Fig. 1. In this parameter it
is possible to fit 2D(t) with a longer fit range, while in
some parameters the effective mass of 2D(t) in the large
time region is unstable with large error in the current
statistics. Thus, we choose this fixed fit range in all the
parameters. In order to estimate the systematic error
coming from the fixed fit range, we carry out another fit
in a region at larger t than the fixed one, with the same
number of data points. An example of this fit is shown in
Fig. 1. We quote the difference between the two central
values as the systematic error.

The values of mσ and also mπ for all the parame-
ters are summarized in Table I. Figure 2 presents mσ

as function of mf together with mπ. These are our main
results. The data on the largest two volumes at each
mf , except for mf = 0.015, agree with each other, and
suggest that finite size effects are negligible in our statis-
tics. We find a clear signal that σ is as light as π for
all the fermion masses we simulate. This property is
distinctly different from the one in usual QCD, where
mσ is clearly larger than mπ [28, 29], while it is simi-
lar to the one in Nf = 12 QCD observed in our previous
study [11]. Thus, this might be regarded as a reflection of
the approximate scale symmetry in this theory, no mat-
ter whether the main scale symmetry breaking in the far
infrared comes from mf or mD, as we noted before. The
figure also shows that our simulation region is far from
heavy-fermion limit, because the vector meson mass ob-
tained from the (γiγ4⊗ξiξ4) operator, denoted by ρ(PV),
is clearly larger than mπ.

Although the accuracy of our data is not enough to
make a clear conclusion for a chiral extrapolation, we
shall report some results below. While in the previous
paper [10] we found that the data for mπ and Fπ, π de-
cay constant at each mf , are consistent with chiral per-
turbation theory (ChPT) in the region mf ≤ 0.04, the
updated data [30], tabulated in Table I, show consistency
with ChPT in a somewhat smaller region mf ≤ 0.03.
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FIG. 2: Mass of the flavor-singlet scalar mσ compared to the
mass of NG pion mπ as a function of the fermion mass mf .
Outer error represents the statistical and systematic uncer-
tainties added in quadrature, while inner error is only statis-
tical. Square symbols are slightly shifted for clarity. Mass of
vector meson with one standard deviation is expressed by full
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Thus, we shall use the lightest three data with the small-
est error at each mf , i.e., the two data on L = 36 and
the lightest data on L = 24, in the following analyses.
The validity of ChPT is intact even when the light

σ comparable with π is involved in the chirally broken
phase: the systematic power counting rule as a general-
ization of ChPT including σ as a dilaton was established
in Ref. [31] (“dilaton ChPT (DChPT)”) including com-
putation of the chiral log effects. At the leading order
we have m2

π = 4mf⟨ψ̄ψ⟩/F 2 (Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner
relation) and

m2
σ = d0 + d1m

2
π , (5)

where d0 = m2
σ|mf=0 and d1 = (3 − γm)(1 + γm)/4 ·

(NfF 2)/F 2
σ , with γm being mass anomalous dimension in

the walking region, F and Fσ being the decay constants
of π and σ, respectively, in the chiral limit. (F/

√
2 corre-

sponds to 93 MeV for the usual QCD π.) In the following
fit, we ignore higher order terms including chiral log. We
plot m2

σ as a function of m2
π in Fig. 3. The extrapolation

to the chiral limit based on Eq. (5) gives a reasonable
χ2/d.o.f. = 0.27, with a tiny value in the chiral limit,
d0 = −0.019(13)( 3

20) where the first and second errors
are statistical and systematic, respectively. It agrees with
zero with 1.4 standard deviation and shows a consistency
with the NG nature of σ. The fit without the lightest
point (with single volume) gives a consistent result, show-
ing that finite size effects are not statistically relevant.
Although errors are large at this moment, it is very en-
couraging for obtaining a light technidilaton to be identi-
fied with a composite Higgs with mass 125 GeV, with the
value very close to F/

√
2 ≃ 123 GeV of the one-family

model with 4 weak-doublets, i.e., Nf = 8. The value
of F from our data is estimated as F = 0.0202(13)(5467),
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error is large. We also plot the effective mass of 2D(t)
without the projection, which does not have an oscillating
behavior. This means that the flavor symmetry breaking
between AπSC

(t) and Aπ
SC
(t) in Eq. (4) is small. The

effective mass plateau of 2D(t) is statistically consistent
with the one of 2D+(t)−C+(t) in the large time region.
Note that effective mass of −C+(t) is always larger than
the one of 2D(t) in our simulations, as shown in Fig. 1.
Since the plateau of 2D(t) appears at earlier time with
smaller error than the one of 2D+(t)−C+(t), we choose
2D(t) to extract mσ in all the parameters. The earlier
plateau suggests that the contribution of a0 tends to can-
cel with that from excited flavor-singlet scalar states in
2D(t). It should be noted that, because of the small mσ,
comparable to mπ, the exponential damping of D(t) is
slow, and this helps preventing a rapid degradation of
the signal-to-noise ratio.

We fit 2D(t) in the region t = 6–11 by a single cosh
form assuming only σ propagating in this region to obtain
mσ for all the parameters. The fit result on L = 36 at
mf = 0.015 is shown in Fig. 1. In this parameter it
is possible to fit 2D(t) with a longer fit range, while in
some parameters the effective mass of 2D(t) in the large
time region is unstable with large error in the current
statistics. Thus, we choose this fixed fit range in all the
parameters. In order to estimate the systematic error
coming from the fixed fit range, we carry out another fit
in a region at larger t than the fixed one, with the same
number of data points. An example of this fit is shown in
Fig. 1. We quote the difference between the two central
values as the systematic error.

The values of mσ and also mπ for all the parame-
ters are summarized in Table I. Figure 2 presents mσ

as function of mf together with mπ. These are our main
results. The data on the largest two volumes at each
mf , except for mf = 0.015, agree with each other, and
suggest that finite size effects are negligible in our statis-
tics. We find a clear signal that σ is as light as π for
all the fermion masses we simulate. This property is
distinctly different from the one in usual QCD, where
mσ is clearly larger than mπ [28, 29], while it is simi-
lar to the one in Nf = 12 QCD observed in our previous
study [11]. Thus, this might be regarded as a reflection of
the approximate scale symmetry in this theory, no mat-
ter whether the main scale symmetry breaking in the far
infrared comes from mf or mD, as we noted before. The
figure also shows that our simulation region is far from
heavy-fermion limit, because the vector meson mass ob-
tained from the (γiγ4⊗ξiξ4) operator, denoted by ρ(PV),
is clearly larger than mπ.

Although the accuracy of our data is not enough to
make a clear conclusion for a chiral extrapolation, we
shall report some results below. While in the previous
paper [10] we found that the data for mπ and Fπ, π de-
cay constant at each mf , are consistent with chiral per-
turbation theory (ChPT) in the region mf ≤ 0.04, the
updated data [30], tabulated in Table I, show consistency
with ChPT in a somewhat smaller region mf ≤ 0.03.
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FIG. 2: Mass of the flavor-singlet scalar mσ compared to the
mass of NG pion mπ as a function of the fermion mass mf .
Outer error represents the statistical and systematic uncer-
tainties added in quadrature, while inner error is only statis-
tical. Square symbols are slightly shifted for clarity. Mass of
vector meson with one standard deviation is expressed by full
boxes.

Thus, we shall use the lightest three data with the small-
est error at each mf , i.e., the two data on L = 36 and
the lightest data on L = 24, in the following analyses.
The validity of ChPT is intact even when the light

σ comparable with π is involved in the chirally broken
phase: the systematic power counting rule as a general-
ization of ChPT including σ as a dilaton was established
in Ref. [31] (“dilaton ChPT (DChPT)”) including com-
putation of the chiral log effects. At the leading order
we have m2

π = 4mf⟨ψ̄ψ⟩/F 2 (Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner
relation) and

m2
σ = d0 + d1m

2
π , (5)

where d0 = m2
σ|mf=0 and d1 = (3 − γm)(1 + γm)/4 ·

(NfF 2)/F 2
σ , with γm being mass anomalous dimension in

the walking region, F and Fσ being the decay constants
of π and σ, respectively, in the chiral limit. (F/

√
2 corre-

sponds to 93 MeV for the usual QCD π.) In the following
fit, we ignore higher order terms including chiral log. We
plot m2

σ as a function of m2
π in Fig. 3. The extrapolation

to the chiral limit based on Eq. (5) gives a reasonable
χ2/d.o.f. = 0.27, with a tiny value in the chiral limit,
d0 = −0.019(13)( 3

20) where the first and second errors
are statistical and systematic, respectively. It agrees with
zero with 1.4 standard deviation and shows a consistency
with the NG nature of σ. The fit without the lightest
point (with single volume) gives a consistent result, show-
ing that finite size effects are not statistically relevant.
Although errors are large at this moment, it is very en-
couraging for obtaining a light technidilaton to be identi-
fied with a composite Higgs with mass 125 GeV, with the
value very close to F/

√
2 ≃ 123 GeV of the one-family

model with 4 weak-doublets, i.e., Nf = 8. The value
of F from our data is estimated as F = 0.0202(13)(5467),
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error is large. We also plot the effective mass of 2D(t)
without the projection, which does not have an oscillating
behavior. This means that the flavor symmetry breaking
between AπSC

(t) and Aπ
SC
(t) in Eq. (4) is small. The

effective mass plateau of 2D(t) is statistically consistent
with the one of 2D+(t)−C+(t) in the large time region.
Note that effective mass of −C+(t) is always larger than
the one of 2D(t) in our simulations, as shown in Fig. 1.
Since the plateau of 2D(t) appears at earlier time with
smaller error than the one of 2D+(t)−C+(t), we choose
2D(t) to extract mσ in all the parameters. The earlier
plateau suggests that the contribution of a0 tends to can-
cel with that from excited flavor-singlet scalar states in
2D(t). It should be noted that, because of the small mσ,
comparable to mπ, the exponential damping of D(t) is
slow, and this helps preventing a rapid degradation of
the signal-to-noise ratio.

We fit 2D(t) in the region t = 6–11 by a single cosh
form assuming only σ propagating in this region to obtain
mσ for all the parameters. The fit result on L = 36 at
mf = 0.015 is shown in Fig. 1. In this parameter it
is possible to fit 2D(t) with a longer fit range, while in
some parameters the effective mass of 2D(t) in the large
time region is unstable with large error in the current
statistics. Thus, we choose this fixed fit range in all the
parameters. In order to estimate the systematic error
coming from the fixed fit range, we carry out another fit
in a region at larger t than the fixed one, with the same
number of data points. An example of this fit is shown in
Fig. 1. We quote the difference between the two central
values as the systematic error.

The values of mσ and also mπ for all the parame-
ters are summarized in Table I. Figure 2 presents mσ

as function of mf together with mπ. These are our main
results. The data on the largest two volumes at each
mf , except for mf = 0.015, agree with each other, and
suggest that finite size effects are negligible in our statis-
tics. We find a clear signal that σ is as light as π for
all the fermion masses we simulate. This property is
distinctly different from the one in usual QCD, where
mσ is clearly larger than mπ [28, 29], while it is simi-
lar to the one in Nf = 12 QCD observed in our previous
study [11]. Thus, this might be regarded as a reflection of
the approximate scale symmetry in this theory, no mat-
ter whether the main scale symmetry breaking in the far
infrared comes from mf or mD, as we noted before. The
figure also shows that our simulation region is far from
heavy-fermion limit, because the vector meson mass ob-
tained from the (γiγ4⊗ξiξ4) operator, denoted by ρ(PV),
is clearly larger than mπ.

Although the accuracy of our data is not enough to
make a clear conclusion for a chiral extrapolation, we
shall report some results below. While in the previous
paper [10] we found that the data for mπ and Fπ, π de-
cay constant at each mf , are consistent with chiral per-
turbation theory (ChPT) in the region mf ≤ 0.04, the
updated data [30], tabulated in Table I, show consistency
with ChPT in a somewhat smaller region mf ≤ 0.03.
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Outer error represents the statistical and systematic uncer-
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tical. Square symbols are slightly shifted for clarity. Mass of
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Thus, we shall use the lightest three data with the small-
est error at each mf , i.e., the two data on L = 36 and
the lightest data on L = 24, in the following analyses.
The validity of ChPT is intact even when the light

σ comparable with π is involved in the chirally broken
phase: the systematic power counting rule as a general-
ization of ChPT including σ as a dilaton was established
in Ref. [31] (“dilaton ChPT (DChPT)”) including com-
putation of the chiral log effects. At the leading order
we have m2

π = 4mf⟨ψ̄ψ⟩/F 2 (Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner
relation) and

m2
σ = d0 + d1m

2
π , (5)

where d0 = m2
σ|mf=0 and d1 = (3 − γm)(1 + γm)/4 ·

(NfF 2)/F 2
σ , with γm being mass anomalous dimension in

the walking region, F and Fσ being the decay constants
of π and σ, respectively, in the chiral limit. (F/

√
2 corre-

sponds to 93 MeV for the usual QCD π.) In the following
fit, we ignore higher order terms including chiral log. We
plot m2

σ as a function of m2
π in Fig. 3. The extrapolation

to the chiral limit based on Eq. (5) gives a reasonable
χ2/d.o.f. = 0.27, with a tiny value in the chiral limit,
d0 = −0.019(13)( 3

20) where the first and second errors
are statistical and systematic, respectively. It agrees with
zero with 1.4 standard deviation and shows a consistency
with the NG nature of σ. The fit without the lightest
point (with single volume) gives a consistent result, show-
ing that finite size effects are not statistically relevant.
Although errors are large at this moment, it is very en-
couraging for obtaining a light technidilaton to be identi-
fied with a composite Higgs with mass 125 GeV, with the
value very close to F/

√
2 ≃ 123 GeV of the one-family

model with 4 weak-doublets, i.e., Nf = 8. The value
of F from our data is estimated as F = 0.0202(13)(5467),
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error is large. We also plot the effective mass of 2D(t)
without the projection, which does not have an oscillating
behavior. This means that the flavor symmetry breaking
between AπSC

(t) and Aπ
SC
(t) in Eq. (4) is small. The

effective mass plateau of 2D(t) is statistically consistent
with the one of 2D+(t)−C+(t) in the large time region.
Note that effective mass of −C+(t) is always larger than
the one of 2D(t) in our simulations, as shown in Fig. 1.
Since the plateau of 2D(t) appears at earlier time with
smaller error than the one of 2D+(t)−C+(t), we choose
2D(t) to extract mσ in all the parameters. The earlier
plateau suggests that the contribution of a0 tends to can-
cel with that from excited flavor-singlet scalar states in
2D(t). It should be noted that, because of the small mσ,
comparable to mπ, the exponential damping of D(t) is
slow, and this helps preventing a rapid degradation of
the signal-to-noise ratio.

We fit 2D(t) in the region t = 6–11 by a single cosh
form assuming only σ propagating in this region to obtain
mσ for all the parameters. The fit result on L = 36 at
mf = 0.015 is shown in Fig. 1. In this parameter it
is possible to fit 2D(t) with a longer fit range, while in
some parameters the effective mass of 2D(t) in the large
time region is unstable with large error in the current
statistics. Thus, we choose this fixed fit range in all the
parameters. In order to estimate the systematic error
coming from the fixed fit range, we carry out another fit
in a region at larger t than the fixed one, with the same
number of data points. An example of this fit is shown in
Fig. 1. We quote the difference between the two central
values as the systematic error.

The values of mσ and also mπ for all the parame-
ters are summarized in Table I. Figure 2 presents mσ

as function of mf together with mπ. These are our main
results. The data on the largest two volumes at each
mf , except for mf = 0.015, agree with each other, and
suggest that finite size effects are negligible in our statis-
tics. We find a clear signal that σ is as light as π for
all the fermion masses we simulate. This property is
distinctly different from the one in usual QCD, where
mσ is clearly larger than mπ [28, 29], while it is simi-
lar to the one in Nf = 12 QCD observed in our previous
study [11]. Thus, this might be regarded as a reflection of
the approximate scale symmetry in this theory, no mat-
ter whether the main scale symmetry breaking in the far
infrared comes from mf or mD, as we noted before. The
figure also shows that our simulation region is far from
heavy-fermion limit, because the vector meson mass ob-
tained from the (γiγ4⊗ξiξ4) operator, denoted by ρ(PV),
is clearly larger than mπ.

Although the accuracy of our data is not enough to
make a clear conclusion for a chiral extrapolation, we
shall report some results below. While in the previous
paper [10] we found that the data for mπ and Fπ, π de-
cay constant at each mf , are consistent with chiral per-
turbation theory (ChPT) in the region mf ≤ 0.04, the
updated data [30], tabulated in Table I, show consistency
with ChPT in a somewhat smaller region mf ≤ 0.03.
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FIG. 2: Mass of the flavor-singlet scalar mσ compared to the
mass of NG pion mπ as a function of the fermion mass mf .
Outer error represents the statistical and systematic uncer-
tainties added in quadrature, while inner error is only statis-
tical. Square symbols are slightly shifted for clarity. Mass of
vector meson with one standard deviation is expressed by full
boxes.

Thus, we shall use the lightest three data with the small-
est error at each mf , i.e., the two data on L = 36 and
the lightest data on L = 24, in the following analyses.
The validity of ChPT is intact even when the light

σ comparable with π is involved in the chirally broken
phase: the systematic power counting rule as a general-
ization of ChPT including σ as a dilaton was established
in Ref. [31] (“dilaton ChPT (DChPT)”) including com-
putation of the chiral log effects. At the leading order
we have m2

π = 4mf⟨ψ̄ψ⟩/F 2 (Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner
relation) and

m2
σ = d0 + d1m

2
π , (5)

where d0 = m2
σ|mf=0 and d1 = (3 − γm)(1 + γm)/4 ·

(NfF 2)/F 2
σ , with γm being mass anomalous dimension in

the walking region, F and Fσ being the decay constants
of π and σ, respectively, in the chiral limit. (F/

√
2 corre-

sponds to 93 MeV for the usual QCD π.) In the following
fit, we ignore higher order terms including chiral log. We
plot m2

σ as a function of m2
π in Fig. 3. The extrapolation

to the chiral limit based on Eq. (5) gives a reasonable
χ2/d.o.f. = 0.27, with a tiny value in the chiral limit,
d0 = −0.019(13)( 3

20) where the first and second errors
are statistical and systematic, respectively. It agrees with
zero with 1.4 standard deviation and shows a consistency
with the NG nature of σ. The fit without the lightest
point (with single volume) gives a consistent result, show-
ing that finite size effects are not statistically relevant.
Although errors are large at this moment, it is very en-
couraging for obtaining a light technidilaton to be identi-
fied with a composite Higgs with mass 125 GeV, with the
value very close to F/

√
2 ≃ 123 GeV of the one-family

model with 4 weak-doublets, i.e., Nf = 8. The value
of F from our data is estimated as F = 0.0202(13)(5467),



trial chiral extrapolation for Nf=8 SU(3) mσ 
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• though it is too far, so far


• 2 ways:


• naive linear     mσ=c0+c1mf


• dilaton ChPT  mσ2=d0+d1mπ2                     
(Matsuzaki-Yamawaki 2013) 


• differ only at higher order


• possibility to have ~125GeV Higgs


• F/√2=123 GeV one-family model


• lighter mass data needed!

c.f. mσ⋍F/√2 → c0⋍0.014 || d0⋍0.0002
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FIG. 3: Mass squared of the flavor-singlet scalar m2
σ as func-

tion of m2
π. Outer error represents the statistical and system-

atic uncertainties added in quadrature, while inner error is
only statistical. Open square symbols are slightly shifted for
clarity. Result of a chiral extrapolation by the DChPT fit in
Eq. (5) is plotted by the solid line and full circle. Linear fit
result, mσ = c0 + c1mf , is also plotted by dashed curve and
full square. Dotted line denotes m2

σ = m2
π.

which is updated from the previous paper [10] using more
statistics and a new smaller mf data. (If this scalar
is to be identified with a composite Higgs, we expect
d0 ∼ F 2/2 ∼ 0.0002).
From the value of d1, we can read Fσ, because the

factor (3 − γm)(1 + γm)/4 is close to unity when we use
γm = 0.6–1.0 [10]. The value of Fσ is important to make
a prediction of the couplings of the Higgs boson from the
walking technicolor theory. The obtained slope is d1 =
1.18(24)(357 ). From d1 we estimate Fσ as Fσ ∼

√

NfF , in
curious coincidence with the holographic estimate [7] and
the linear sigma model. Note that the property d1 ∼ 1 is
another feature different from usual QCD, where a much
larger slope was observed for mπ > 670 MeV [28].
With our statistics we can also fit the data with an

empirical form, mσ = c0 + c1mf , consistent with Eq. (5)
up to higher order corrections, where we obtain c0 =
0.029(39)( 8

72) and the ratio mσ/(F/
√
2) = 2.0(2.7)( 8

5.1).
The fit result is plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of m2

π

using a quadratic mf fit result for m2
π. Several other fits,

such as a linear m2
π fit of m2

σ/F
2
π , are carried out, and

they give reasonably consistent ratios with the one from
c0. All the fit results suggest a possibility to reproduce
the Higgs boson mass within the large errors.
Note that due to the sizable error the σ spectrum could

also be consistent with the hyperscaling for the conformal
theory. Different, more precisely measurable quantities
are required to study if the theory is conformal or near-

conformal [10, 30].
We found that Nf = 8 QCD behaves consistently with

a walking theory in the previous study [10]. If our σ is
a candidate for the composite Higgs, mσ should be non-
zero in the chiral limit, and hence become larger than mπ

at mf smaller than the ones used in the current work.
Note that it is predicted in Ref. [31] that chiral log ef-
fect of π loops makes the m2

π dependence of m2
σ milder.

Therefore, observing mσ > mπ is an important future
direction and is necessary to determine a precise value of
mσ in the chiral limit, though it requires more accurate
data with a much smaller fermion mass. Furthermore, in
such a small mf region, decay of σ to two pions should
be taken into account to extract mσ using a variational
method, while σ in this work cannot decay due to the
heavy fermion mass where mσ < 2mπ. To check consis-
tency of the ground state mass, it is also important to
calculate mσ from gluonic operators as in our Nf = 12
QCD study [11, 16, 32].
In summary, using the same calculation techniques as

in the study of Nf = 12 QCD [11], we have observed
clear signals of a flavor-singlet scalar as light as the pion
in Nf = 8 QCD, which was shown to be a candidate
for walking technicolor [10]. Our simple chiral extrapo-
lations suggest the possibility of the existence of a very
light flavor-singlet scalar to be identified with a compos-
ite Higgs, which may be the technidilaton, with mass 125
GeV, although the errors on the extrapolated values are
large.
Obviously, an important future direction is to obtain

a more precise value of mσ in the chiral limit to clarify
whether this theory can really reproduce the Higgs boson
mass of 125 GeV, and is really a candidate of theory be-
yond the standard model. To do this, we should observe
mσ > mπ discussed above, which could be regarded as
another signal of walking behavior.
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Transition from QCD like to walking: SU(3) Nf=4+8  
[Weinberg 2C, Witzel P ]

• 4 light quarks and varying 8 flavor mass: continuously move from Nf=4 to 12


• gradient flow coupling and spectrum
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SU(3) Nf=2 sextet 
[LatHC: Kuti, Wong 2C]

• extended calculation with 2 beta’s and up to 483x96
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Mf0 remains low and difficult to determine
Mixing with glueball operators may help
Most-sensitive to topological effects that may not be under full
control (more in later slides)
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• Mf0 ≤ Mπ



SU(3) Nf=2 sextet 
[LatHC: Kuti, Wong 2C]

• spectrum at the chiral limit
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• Systematic error under investigation



SU(3) Nf=2 sextet: effect of topology on spectrum 
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Composite Higgs: other quantities



Extended Technicolor (ETC)

• fermion masses → extended technicolor (ETC)


• New strong interaction of SU(NETC): NETC>NTC, TETC=( T, f ):  T∈TC, f∈SM


• SSB: SU(NETC)→SU(NTC) x SM  @ ΛETC (≫ΛTC)


•  


•                               FCNC


• FCNC should be small  ⇔ top or bottom quark mass should be produced


➡ enhancement of  TC chiral condensate  →  walking TC  γ*m~1
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�2
ETC

TTff ! mf =
hTT iETC

�2
ETC
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�2
ETC

ffff

techni fermion

SM fermion

ETC gauge boson

[Yamawaki et al, Holdom, Akiba & Yanagida, Appelquist]	




enhancement of php 
[LSD PRL2010; arXiv:2014]

• ratio of Σ/F3


• domain-wall fermions


• β tuned so 1/a = Mρ(mf=0)

12

FIG. 9. Testing the consistency of the mass anomalous dimensions �m predicted by power-law fits to 323⇥64 data (Table X)
with finite-size scaling. Filled points are from 323⇥64 lattices, while empty points are from 163⇥32. The plot on the left
retains all five 323⇥64 points with 0.01  mf  0.03, while that on the right includes only the four heavier points and uses the
corresponding �m from Table X.

FIG. 10. Ratios R(IJ)
Nf

of the three observables X(IJ) in Eq. (16) that reduce to
⌦
  

↵
/F 3 in the chiral limit, for Nf = 6

normalized by Nf = 2 (left) and Nf = 8/Nf = 2 (right). The horizontal axis is the geometric mean em =
p
mNf=2mNf=6,8.

related issue of parity doubling in the vector and axial-
vector channels.

A. Direct analysis of vacuum polarization

The S parameter is given by

S = 4⇡ND
d

dQ

2
⇧V�A(Q

2)

����
Q2=0

��SSM , (18)

where ND is the number of fermion doublets to which
we choose to give chiral electroweak couplings. Here we
fix ND = 1. ⇧V�A(Q2) is the transverse component of
the di↵erence between vector (V ) and axial-vector (A)
vacuum polarization tensors, as a function of euclidean
Q

2 � 0. Since our domain wall fermion action ensures
ZV ⇡ ZA, it is straightforward to compute ⇧V�A(Q2).
These renormalization constants appear since we con-
sider one conserved DWF current and one local current

in each correlator [55]. As first reported by Ref. [56], the
use of a single conserved DWF current su�ces to ensure
that lattice artifacts cancel in the V –A di↵erence. (Such
cancellations appear to result from V and A lattice cur-
rents forming an exact multiplet under chiral rotations,
which is also a feature of the local overlap currents used
by Ref. [57].) Combining one conserved current with a
local current reduces computational costs by roughly a
factor of Ls = 16 compared to using conserved DWF
currents exclusively.

To determine ⇧0(0) ⌘ d
dQ2⇧(Q2)

���
Q2=0

, we fit our data

for ⇧V�A(Q2) to a four-parameter Padé-type rational
function of the form

⇧(Q2) =
a0 + a1Q

2

1 + b1Q
2 + b2Q

4
=

P1
m=0 amQ

2m

1 +
P2

n=1 bnQ
2n

. (19)

The quadratic-in-Q2 denominator in this expression
is motivated as a generalization of the single-pole-

10

in the second column of Table X. Attempts to fit the
axial-vector decay constant FA to a power-law do not
succeed, and we omit this observable from the figure and
table. The vector decay constant FV also leads to un-
physically large �?m > 2; the tension between the data
and the power-law fit form can be seen in the right panel
of Figure 8.

In Table X we see that the quality of the other power-
law fits is comparable to that of the corresponding linear
fits considered in the previous subsection, with a similar
range of 1 . �

2
/d.o.f. . 10. Not surprisingly, the ob-

servables with larger �2
/d.o.f. from power-law fits tend

to produce smaller �2
/d.o.f. from linear fits. Omitting

the lightest point mf = 0.01 from the power-law fits re-
duces �2

/d.o.f. for some, but not all, of the observables.
More significantly, the predicted mass anomalous di-

mension varies over a wide range 0.6 . �

?
m . 1.1 de-

pending on the observable. While this would suggest
that the conformal hypothesis breaks down when con-
fronted with our data, we also see that for most observ-
ables �?m shows significant sensitivity to the fit range.
Taking into account the ⇠ 20% systematic uncertainties
suggested by this sensitivity removes much of the ten-
sion between di↵erent observables, especially given our
limited data and the other neglected systematic e↵ects
mentioned above. While these results do not support the
hypothesis of mass-deformed infrared conformality, nei-
ther do they strongly disfavor it. The most reliable con-
clusion we can make is that if the 8-flavor theory were IR
conformal, then it would possess a relatively large mass
anomalous dimension 0.6 . �

?
m . 1.1.

We can attempt to test these power-law fit results by
checking their consistency with finite-size scaling. Con-
sidering a mass-deformed IR-conformal theory in a fi-
nite spatial volume L

3, finite-size scaling states that
the hadron masses MH depend on the scaling variable
x ⌘ Lm

1/(1+�m), as

MH = L

�1
fH(x). (14)

As above, we are neglecting several potential complica-
tions [49, 50], so we will not require that our data for
di↵erent observables all scale with the same fixed �

?
m.

In Figure 9 we plot our 163⇥32 and 323⇥64 results for
LMA, LMV and LMP as functions of x. Because there
is little or no overlap between the data sets from our two
di↵erent volumes, we cannot use standard finite-size scal-
ing techniques [51, 52] to obtain additional estimates for
the mass anomalous dimension. Instead, we simply use
the �m values from Table X as input, and observe that
the 163⇥32 points appear to form reasonably continu-
ous extensions of the 323⇥64 data that produced these
predictions through the power-law fits discussed above.

IV. CHIRAL CONDENSATE ENHANCEMENT

In composite Higgs models, the chiral condensate
⌦
  

↵

plays the role of the Higgs vacuum expectation value,

generating masses for the standard model fermions f

through dimension-six interactions of the form   ff .
Similar dimension-six couplings f ifif jfj generate flavor-
changing neutral currents subject to stringent experimen-
tal constraints [53]. A generic way to satisfy these con-
straints is for the value of

⌦
  

↵
to be large compared to

the symmetry breaking scale F . Such condensate en-
hancement is conjectured to occur for chirally broken
theories near the conformal window [5–7]. In this sec-
tion we investigate the dimensionless ratio

⌦
  

↵
/F

3 for
Nf = 8, comparing this system with our previous results
for Nf = 2 and 6 [12, 32].
From the leading-order �PT expression

M

2
PF

2
P = 2m

⌦
  

↵
m

(15)

(the Gell-Mann–Oakes–Renner relation), we can identify
three observables that reduce to

⌦
  

↵
/F

3 in the chiral
limit:

X

(CF ) =

⌦
  

↵
m

F

3
P

X

(CM) =
(M2

P /2m)3/2
⌦
  

↵1/2
m

(16)

X

(FM) =
M

2
P

2mFP
.

The subscript on
⌦
  

↵
m

indicates that this quantity (like
MP and FP ) is evaluated at non-zero fermion mass m,
in contrast to the chiral-limit values

⌦
  

↵
and F . We

discussed MP and FP at length in the Section III, and
Table XI presents our results for

⌦
  

↵
m

(see also Figs. 14

and 16 in the Appendix). Because we measure
⌦
  

↵
m

di-
rectly, these data are dominated by a UV-divergent term
/ m/a

2. As a consequence, the three ratios in Eq. (16)
have significantly di↵erent values in the range of m we
can access on 323⇥64 lattices.
Following Refs. [12, 32] we proceed by comparing each⌦
  

↵
/F

3 observable in Eq. (16) with the corresponding
2-flavor quantity, considering the ratios

R

(IJ)
8 =

X

(IJ)(Nf = 8)

X

(IJ)(Nf = 2)
, (17)

where (IJ) enumerates the three constructions (CF ),
(CM) and (FM). We take the ratio of 8- and 2-flavor
results evaluated with the same input mass mf . How-
ever, these systems have significantly di↵erent residual
masses (Table III), which lead to di↵erent mNf=2 and

mNf=8 in X

(CM) and X

(FM). We plot all three ratios

R

(IJ)
8 in the right panel of Figure 10, using the geometric

mean em =
p
mNf=2mNf=8 on the horizontal axis. The

left panel presents our previous results for R

(IJ)
6 from

Ref. [32].
The two plots in Figure 10 are remarkably similar, in-

dicating that the chiral condensate enhancement we ob-
serve for Nf = 8 is barely larger than what we found
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axial-vector decay constant FA to a power-law do not
succeed, and we omit this observable from the figure and
table. The vector decay constant FV also leads to un-
physically large �?m > 2; the tension between the data
and the power-law fit form can be seen in the right panel
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conformal, then it would possess a relatively large mass
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We can attempt to test these power-law fit results by
checking their consistency with finite-size scaling. Con-
sidering a mass-deformed IR-conformal theory in a fi-
nite spatial volume L

3, finite-size scaling states that
the hadron masses MH depend on the scaling variable
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1/(1+�m), as
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fH(x). (14)

As above, we are neglecting several potential complica-
tions [49, 50], so we will not require that our data for
di↵erent observables all scale with the same fixed �
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In Figure 9 we plot our 163⇥32 and 323⇥64 results for
LMA, LMV and LMP as functions of x. Because there
is little or no overlap between the data sets from our two
di↵erent volumes, we cannot use standard finite-size scal-
ing techniques [51, 52] to obtain additional estimates for
the mass anomalous dimension. Instead, we simply use
the �m values from Table X as input, and observe that
the 163⇥32 points appear to form reasonably continu-
ous extensions of the 323⇥64 data that produced these
predictions through the power-law fits discussed above.
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plays the role of the Higgs vacuum expectation value,

generating masses for the standard model fermions f

through dimension-six interactions of the form   ff .
Similar dimension-six couplings f ifif jfj generate flavor-
changing neutral currents subject to stringent experimen-
tal constraints [53]. A generic way to satisfy these con-
straints is for the value of
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the symmetry breaking scale F . Such condensate en-
hancement is conjectured to occur for chirally broken
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di-
rectly, these data are dominated by a UV-divergent term
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2. As a consequence, the three ratios in Eq. (16)
have significantly di↵erent values in the range of m we
can access on 323⇥64 lattices.
Following Refs. [12, 32] we proceed by comparing each⌦
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/F

3 observable in Eq. (16) with the corresponding
2-flavor quantity, considering the ratios
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8 =
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, (17)

where (IJ) enumerates the three constructions (CF ),
(CM) and (FM). We take the ratio of 8- and 2-flavor
results evaluated with the same input mass mf . How-
ever, these systems have significantly di↵erent residual
masses (Table III), which lead to di↵erent mNf=2 and

mNf=8 in X

(CM) and X

(FM). We plot all three ratios

R

(IJ)
8 in the right panel of Figure 10, using the geometric

mean em =
p
mNf=2mNf=8 on the horizontal axis. The

left panel presents our previous results for R

(IJ)
6 from

Ref. [32].
The two plots in Figure 10 are remarkably similar, in-

dicating that the chiral condensate enhancement we ob-
serve for Nf = 8 is barely larger than what we found

• similar enhancement of Σ/F3 observed for Nf=6 and 8



Extended Technicolor (ETC)

• fermion masses → extended technicolor (ETC)


• New strong interaction of SU(NETC): NETC>NTC, TETC=( T, f ):  T∈TC, f∈SM


• SSB: SU(NETC)→SU(NTC) x SM  @ ΛETC (≫ΛTC)


•  


•                               FCNC


• FCNC should be small  ⇔ top or bottom quark mass should be produced


➡ enhancement of  TC chiral condensate  →  walking TC  γ*m~1


➡ in tern could generate a relevant 4 fermi op                → fine tuning problem
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hTT iETC
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SM fermion

ETC gauge boson

TTTT
[Sannino 04, Luty 04, Rattazzi et al 08]	




anomalous dimension of 4 fermi operators 
[Del Debbio 5C]

• SF step scaling set up for SU(2) Nf=2 adj.


• multiplicatively ren. op combinationRunning of the mass - revisited
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S parameter 

• Ciucini et al JHEP1308 106 (MH=126GeV) J
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Large-mt expansion Using ref. [16, 83]

Parameter STU fit ST fit with U = 0 ST fit with U = 0

S 0.04± 0.10 0.06± 0.09 0.08± 0.10

T 0.05± 0.12 0.08± 0.07 0.10± 0.08

U 0.03± 0.09 — —

Table 4. Fit results for the oblique parameters with floating U or fixing U = 0, using the large-mt

expansion or with the results of ref. [16, 83] for the two-loop fermionic EW corrections to ⇢fZ . In
the latter case, we do not consider constraints from �Z , �0

h and R0

` .

S

-0.5 0 0.5

T

-0.5

0

0.5

Figure 4. Left: two-dimensional probability distribution for the oblique parameters S and T
obtained from the fit with S, T , U and the SM parameters, with the large-mt expansion for the
two-loop fermionic EW corrections to ⇢fZ . Center: two-dimensional probability distribution for the
oblique parameters S and T obtained from the fit with S, T and the SM parameters with U = 0,
with the large-mt expansion for the two-loop fermionic EW corrections to ⇢fZ . The individual
constraints from MW , the asymmetry parameters sin2 ✓lept

e↵

, P pol

⌧ , Af and A0,f
FB

with f = `, c, b, and
�Z are also presented, corresponding to the combinations of parameters A, B and C in eq. (3.5).
Right: same as center, but using the results of ref. [16, 83]. In this case, the constraint from �Z

cannot be used.

and ✏
3

[6, 7]:

✏
1

= �⇢0, (3.6)

✏
2

= c2
0

�⇢0 +
s2
0

c2
0

� s2
0

�rW � 2s2
0

�0, (3.7)

✏
3

= c2
0

�⇢0 + (c2
0

� s2
0

)�0, (3.8)

where �rW , �⇢0 and �0 are defined through the relations

s2W c2W =
⇡↵(M2

Z)p
2GµM2

Z(1��rW )
, (3.9)

p
Re ⇢eZ = 1 +

�⇢0

2
, (3.10)

sin2 ✓e
e↵

= (1 +�0) s2
0

(3.11)
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S parameter 

• calculated through vacuum polarization function of flavor non-singlet currents


• lattice calculation suffers from power divergence without exact chiral symm.


• so far, overlap and domain-wall fermion methods are reported


• Overlap


• Nf=2 SU(3) [JLQCD Shintani et al PRL 2008]


• Domain-wall


• Nf=2+1 SU(3) [RBC/UKQCD Boyle et al PRD 2010]


• Staggered   (utilizing exact non-siglet symmetry due to multiple fields) 


• Nf=4n system setup on HISQ [Aoki (LatKMI) Lattice 2013]



S parameter with SU(3) fundamental fermions 
[LSD, PRL 2011; arXiv:2014]

• domain wall fermions with Nf=2,6,8


• one doublet has EW charge →


• Nf=6


• decreases as mf enters chiral regime


• turns up after chiral log sets in


• low value of S possible for unabsorbed 
massive pions


• Nf=8


• similar trend as Nf=6, but not conclusive
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dominance approximation
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2
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2
. (20)

Eq. (19) is the same fitting function we used in Ref. [13];
subsequent studies [58, 59] have since provided more sys-
tematic support for using such rational functions to fit
the Q

2-dependence of vacuum polarization functions.
Finally, the subtraction of �SSM in Eq. (18) removes

from the spectrum the three NGBs eaten by the W and
Z, and sets S = 0 for the standard model with Higgs
mass MH = 125 GeV. Since we have not yet carried
out the computationally demanding calculation of the
(flavor-singlet scalar) Higgs mass in our lattice studies,
we take

�SSM =
1

4

Z 1

4M2
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2
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◆
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The first term in Eq. (21) would be appropriate if MH

were comparable to the TeV-scale vector meson mass
MV 0; the second term corrects this for the physical
MH = 125 GeV [66].

Computing S for fixed m from Eqs. 18 and 21, employ-
ing the thermalization cuts and jackknife blocks listed in
Table I, produces the 8-flavor results shown in Figure 11.
This figure also includes the Nf = 2 and 6 results pre-
viously published in Ref. [13], which we update to use
MH = 125 GeV rather than MH ⇠ 1000 GeV. As in pre-
vious sections, we plot S vs. M2

P /M
2
V 0 in order to provide

a more direct comparison between the three di↵erent the-
ories.

The S parameter is only well defined in the chiral limit
M

2
P /M

2
V 0 ! 0. However, chiral symmetry breaking with

Nf light but massive flavors produces N2
f �1 PNGBs. To

obtain the phenomenological S parameter, we must con-
sider a chiral limit in which only three of these PNGBs
become exactly massless NGBs to be identified with the
longitudinal components of the W and Z. The other
N

2
f � 4 PNGBs must remain massive enough to have

evaded experimental observation. (These PNGBs are
all pseudoscalars, not to be identified with the 125 GeV
Higgs, which comes from the flavor-singlet scalar spec-
trum that we have not yet investigated.)

For Nf = 2 this requirement simply reduces to the
linear M

2
P /M

2
V 0 ! 0 extrapolation shown in Figure 11,

which produces the non-perturbative result S = 0.42(2),
in agreement with the scaled-up QCD value S ⇡ 0.43
for MH = 125 GeV. When Nf > 2, keeping all the
fermion masses degenerate in the chiral limit would give
rise to additional massless NGBs that make a loga-
rithmically divergent contribution to S, proportional to
log

�
M

2
V 0/M

2
P

�
. The blue band in Figure 11 fits the three

Nf = 6 data points with the smallest M

2
P /M

2
V 0 . 1 to

the corresponding chiral form [55]. In a realistic con-
text, the N2

f �4 PNGBs remain massive, due to standard

FIG. 11. Electroweak S parameter with MH = 125 GeV, for
Nf = 2, 6 and 8 with ND = 1 fermion doublet assigned chiral
electroweak couplings in Eq. (18). Our results for Nf = 2 and
6 were previously published in Refs. [13, 55].

model and other interactions, which break this degener-
acy.
For Nf = 8, we cannot access M2

P /M
2
V 0 < 1 on 323⇥64

lattice volumes, making this sort of chiral fit unreason-
able. Even so, in Figure 11 we can observe the beginning
of a similar reduction in our 8-flavor results for S. The
Edinburgh-style plot in Figure 5 suggests that these re-
sults should be safe from finite-volume distortions. (The
lightest Nf = 2 and Nf = 6 points in Figure 11 use
mf = 0.005 and are omitted from Figure 5; finite-volume
e↵ects may be significant for this 6-flavor point.) Because
Nf = 8 is closer to the conformal window, we would ex-
pect this reduction to end up more significant than that
for Nf = 6 at smaller M

2
P /M

2
V 0, but this cannot be de-

termined from our current lattice results.

B. Vector and axial-vector parity doubling

The expected decrease in the S parameter for systems
near the conformal window is related to the onset of par-
ity doubling between the vector and axial-vector chan-
nels. This can be seen in Eq. (20), which follows from
the dispersion relation
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2

12⇡
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ds
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s+Q

2

�
�F

2
P , (22)

upon approximating each spectral function R(s) by a sin-
gle pole,

RV (s) ⇡ 12⇡2
F

2
V �(s�M

2
V )

RA(s) ⇡ 12⇡2
F

2
A�(s�M

2
A).

(23)

Parity doubling in this context amounts to the statement
that RV (s) ⇡ RA(s), so that ⇧0

V�A(0) ⇡ 0.



S parameter for SU(3) Nf=8 
[LatKMI: Ohki 9C]

• S parameter calculated with HISQ (preliminary), same ballpark as LSD


• More volumes, lighter mass calculations underway


➡check the trend of bending down
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Dilaton decay constant 
[Ohki 9C]

• Fσ  for composite Higgs,   like F for pion,  gives coupling to other particles


• using continuum Ward-Takahashi identity


• expressing everything with finite quantities on the lattice


• Fσ can be calculated


• Those who interested should come to 214 Pupin at 17:50- on Friday 



SUMMARY

• Development on method


• Running coupling is getting much precise through gradient flow


• would allow robust evidence of the IRFP 


• S parameter can be calculated in Nf=4n (n>1) staggered fermions


• a method to calculate dilation decay constant proposed


• Common feature of (near) conformal theories


• m0++(mf) < mπ(mf)   for the range of mf so far investigated


• challenging task mf→0 for walking theory: level crossing and 2π threshold



SUMMARY

• SU(3) Nf=12 fundamental


• growing evidence of the existence of IRFP


• different action / scheme being tested to get robust answer


• mass anomalous dimension: needs more study


• SU(3) Nf=8 fund.:  (near) conformal, large anomalous dimension, Light 0++


• could be a candidate of walking technicolor (WTC) theory


• needs further study (lighter mass, larger V)


• SU(3) Nf=2 sextet:   Light 0++,  could be a candidate of WTC


• spectrum most extensively studied so far


• 0++ suffers from topology sampling: systematic study underway



We are heading forward, steadily…



We are heading forward, steadily…

some path may lead to Berlin-wall [© Ukawa]…



We are heading forward, steadily…

some path may lead to Berlin-wall [© Ukawa]…

We will do our best, and may be it will lead to …



bridge to the new world



Thank you very much for your attention !



Higgs mechanism   (cf. Farhi & Susskind)

• Higgs potential : V=μ2 |φ|2 + λ|φ|4  with μ2<0: “wine bottle”


• rotating:  m=0 mode


• radial:     m≠0: Higgs particle


• weak doublet: 4 fields: 1 massive Σ, 3 massless


• massless:  Π±, Π0    :  Nambu-Goldstone boson  (rotational symm. br.)


• have coupling to weak current:〈0|Jμ±|Π±〉= F pμ;       F =〈0|φ|0〉= 246 GeV


• make a massless pole in the vacuum polarization 


• cancels massless pole of original W± propagator → massive gauge boson



〈0|Jμ±|Π±〉= F pμ

• Isn’t it familiar ?   :〈0|Jμ±|Π±〉= F pμ  with massless boson Π±


• pion decay:          〈0|Aμ±|π±〉= f pμ   


• π± π0 Nambu-Goldstone boson made of u, q quarks due to 


• SU(2)LxSU(2)R → SU(2)V : spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking


• f=93 MeV  ⇔  F=246 GeV


• axial current Aμ± is a part of weak current Jμ±:  (V-A)


• Even if there is no Higgs, weak boson gets mass due to chiral br. in QCD



Technicolor (TC)

• 〈0|Jμ±|Π±〉= F pμ


• realize this with a new set of


• massless quarks (techni-quarks)


• which have coupling to weak bosons,


• and interact with techni-gluons


• which breaks the chiral symmetry in the techni-sector,


• produces techni-pions which have decay constant


➡F = 246 /√N GeV:   scale up version of QCD  (N:  # weak doublet from new techni-sector)



Technicolor ⇔ SM Higgs

• success of technicolor


• explaining the origin of EW symmetry breaking


• dynamics of gauge theory  ⇔  μ2 < 0


• evading the gauge hierarchy problem: naturalness problem


• due to logarithmic UV divergence ⇔  power divergence


• fermion masses ?


• ETC effective 4 Fermi interaction   ⇔   fermion-Higgs Yukawa coupling


• produced by introducing interaction: techni-quarks and SM fermions
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models being studied:

• SU(3)


• fundamental: Nf=6, 8, 10, 12, 16


• sextet: Nf=2


• SU(2)


• adjoint: Nf=2


• fundamental: Nf=8


• SU(4)


• decuplet: Nf=2
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Conformal window Luigi Del Debbio

conformal window: SU(3) with n f = 16,12,10,9,8,6 flavors in the fundamental representation,
SU(2) with n f = 6 flavors in the fundamental, SU(2) with n f = 2 flavors in the adjoint represen-
tation, and SU(3) with n f = 2 flavors in the two-index symmetric (sextet) representation. At these
early stages of the nonperturbative studies of the conformal window it is important to try to identify
a paradigm to guide the numerical investigations, rather than trying to get exhaustive results on one
specific theory.
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SU(N) Phase Diagram

Dietrich & Sannino 07

Sannino & Tuominen 04

Figure 3: Boundaries of the conformal window for SU(N) gauge theories with n f species of Dirac fermions.
The four bands represent respectively fermions in the fundamental (Fund), adjoint (A) and two-index sym-
metric and antisymmetric (2S,2A) representations. The upper limit of each band corresponds to the number
of flavors where asymptotic freedom is lost, as obtained from one-loop perturbative computations. The
lower limit of each band yields the number of flavors above which the theories develop an IR fixed point.
The location of these lower limits relies upon assumptions about the nonperturbative dynamics of the theo-
ries. Lattice simulations can provide first-principle evidence in favour (or against) this picture, and compute
the critical exponents that characterize the fixed points. Figure courtesy of F. Sannino.

2. Tools

Numerical tools that were originally designed for investigating lattice QCD have been used in
order to identify the existence of IRFPs. We describe briefly the main ideas, the observables that
are used in the different approaches, and their expected behaviour in the presence of an IRFP. For
each case we try to emphasize the sources of systematic errors that need to be kept under control
in order to draw robust conclusions from numerical data.

2.1 Phase structure of the lattice theories.

Lattice simulations are performed by discretizing the action of a given theory on a Euclidean
space-time lattice. At weak coupling the RG flow can be computed perturbatively, and the relevant
parameters are easily identified. For an asymptotically-free gauge theory, g = 0 is an UV fixed
point that defines the usual continuum limit of the lattice theory. The IRFP that we are seeking is
a fixed point on the massless renormalized trajectory that originates from the continuum limit. As
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F.Sannino
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